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1. This handbook was prepaxeilby tk~ ~~~i&@!%&s& Gormand to

Conmand when perforcring 1i.fe.cycke eur~ ‘~h~ysi$ L%E .sYscem and
sitions. This handbook it?not imt@&2d-k”C”be used ““tosupersede

be used by the
equipment acqui-
anv Procurement. .

specification requirements nor is it?&@@&d co be referenced in a procurement
specification except for informational, &ti in6eru@i0nal purposes.

2. This publication was approved on ! April 1983 for printing and inclusion in
the military atandardizacion handbook &e4?ie8.

3. This handbook provides basic ir&@O@ofi ari~JZe cycle cost analyais an a
management tool for controlling twtilti&R?&-&&&l~ “coeCe. The emphasis is on
what the life cycle coat techniqtreia??EW>&?.z@e&@&x”Qtl ‘how to implement them,
The intent is to furnish an ove?&&ew C& ‘tilepO&W$&S?30address and the procedures
to use when performing life cycle eQiT@:4@@@!,.S $0 ‘$3@ the analyat, whether
government or contractor, will be b@&aE” @&&e EO ccmb;cin to the acquisition
manager’s object ivea. wlth~ut ,@~ &@Q &@~ rjepgh,chose issues of CIOSt

interest to the beginner axe dis.@#$$< B-”%@&rg .ISIia handbook particularly
useful as an initial step in Iearh& &o& and mt&&atanding life cycle cost
in Navy acquisitions. Theee issues free:. ●

what is life cycle cosc
:: what are the objective and requineinencs of life cycle cost
c. what costs are relevenc and &@&&XRt
d. what are the enalysie proce&J&%s
e. what data souccea and @Cim~$~g’EecG~@s e.houldbe used
f. when and how to choose or &@&Q& E &6@pwcerized model

Experience haa shown that these are the mom pzeming que.stiona for those who ara
undertaking their first life cycke QO@Chg e@$.rc, end a dOc~ent which addresses
these questions can in some mearnxzehelp” co &rs&&ll a coat management discipline
which will reeult in more eEficient cost reduetion and cost control efforts in
Navy acquisitions.

4. Beneficial conrnents (recocrmendatiotu?,adfdi~.$ons,deletions) and any pertinent
data which may be of use in improving this handbook ehould be addressed to:

Naval Air Engineering Cencec
Engineering Specifications and Standards Department
Code 9332
Lakehurst, NJ 08733

by using the self-addressed Stat@a?diz#lC&m KIoewmetw Improvement Proposal (DD
Form 1426) appearing at the end of ilh%a‘bandbotilror by letter.
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FOREWORD

The Navy faces a difficult problem in resource management. Constrained by a low
manpower and high technology situation, the Navy buys, operates, and supports
increasingly sophisticated systems and equipment while the financial resources
available to pay for them are subject to the demands of all other military
acquisitions. In this competitive situation, each level responsible for resource
allocation examines alternatives in terms of the total cost including an estimate
of future obligation. Life cycle costing is a management tool designed to
assist in efficient resource allocation.

The objective of life cycle cost (LCC) analysis is to provide quantified and
qualified time-phased cost information to be used for cost measurement which
aupporte reeource ellocat ion planning, management, and control. The specific

purposes of life cycle costing in acquisition management are:

1. Estimate the total coat to the government, emphasizing the

yearly outlayg entailed by the acquisition.
2. Reduce total coat through using LCC tradeoffs in the design,

operation, maintenance, and support development proceasee.

3. Control cost through using LCC contractual provisions in
procurements.

.$. Aaaiat in day-to-day acquisition management actions by providing
timely, consistent, and relevant coat information.

5. Help determine whether to precede to subsequent acquisition
phaBeS.

Since LCC analyses are typically reviewed in a cnmparat ive context, it would be
helpful if some criteria were the same for each acquisition submitted for
review. This handbook offers consistent summary level (major) cost elements and
procedure to promote a uniformity which is desirable at the higher reviewing
levels. Conversely, this handbook recommends flexibility for cost structure

development and for estimating technique selection to accommodate the individual
characteristics and requirements of each acquisition. Mditionally, a computer-
ized LCC methodology (i.e. AD A115621) has been ❑ade available to any user via
the Federal Software Exchange Center.
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.

“1. SCOPE

●

1.1 General. This handbook provides information on the uee of life cycle
costi=ystem and equipment acquisitions. It makes no attempt to develop a
LCC standard but rather describes the general methodology and procedures which
help make life cycle costing a productive in-house tool as well ae a means
nf program or project evaluation. As inroads are made in the usage of LCC
analysis, estimating and implementation techniques should improve, particularly
in the operating and support (O&S) cost areas. To maximize their usefulness, LCC
analyses should be tailored to the particular needs of an acquisition.

1.2 Purpose. This handbook was developed by tha Naval Material Command (NAVMAT)
to meet the requirements of SECNAVINST 6000.31 “Lifa Cycle Costing”, which is a
response to higher level instructions, directives, and policy guidance fostered
in turn by the Defense Acquisition Regulation (section 1-335) which etates:

“Since the coat of operating and supporting
the system or equipment for its useful life is

, substantial and, in many caeea, greater than the
acquisition cost, it is essential that such cost6
be considered in development and acquisition deci-
sions in order that proper consideration can be
given to those systems or equipments that will
result in the lowest life cycle coat to the govern-
ment”.

This handbook is not a procurement guide, but it briefly discusses how life
cycle coeting can be used tn advantage in the procurement process. Although this
handbook is primarily for use within a program or project office, it may be
helpful to other functions whenever considerations nf life cycle economics are
relevant. Additionally, portions of the methodology are presented to promote
traceability and consistency in LCC reporting for system and equipment acquisi-
tions within NAVMAT.

1.3 Application. This handbook addresses the application of life cycla costing
to the acquisition or modification of an alpha-numeric nnmenclatured equipment nr
system (e.g. APx-1OO, BQQ-6B, A-6E, CVX, and JVX) in terms of management functions

and analysis procedures within a program or project office. The methodology can
be used on simple non-repairable items (such aa aircraft tires) or on complex
repairable. equipment (such as a ship communications suite requiring specially
trained aupervisora, operators, and maintenance personnel) or on aggregations of
different eauiuments. i.e. maior weaoon avsteme and ulatforms such as missiles.
ships, and air;raft. ‘ This ha;dbook js no; intended ;O be applied to the acquisi-
tion of buildings and facilities. This subject involves special considerations,
peculiar to the architectural discipline, which are beyond the scope of an
introductory document. Reference to
literature shnuld provide a thorough

the appropriate government and non-government
discussion of LCC in this field.

1
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2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

2.1 Issues of documents. The followitlgdocum.&M2s o~ Mb? issue in effe,cton date
of invitation for bids or request for ,p?qoa@ hat a pact of this handbook to
the extent specified herein. These ‘r&&m&m&d d&&JM@2R em also be ‘treated as a
nearly complete bibliography or li:srGat G~6-&e@%t’f@Qeii~ publications which are
concerned with important aspects of L@3 ,%0,’W4wP””&:Q”F%8&E%0ns. Non-government
publications (articles, papers, and ‘te%liL%@]’ @5ti@wxcorn but are not referenced
in this handbook. This handbook is nbt i?fixi@ed ‘~obe re~erenced except for
informational purposes, and it doss tid~”53b~k@”””W@ i?e@$t?etientsitself, even
though it discusses certain docuntentwbeY@PX’~i@ ‘tiia~impose LCC requirements on a
particular acquisition.

STANDARDS

MILITARY

MIL-STD-881 - Work Breakdowp SCrucCWre for ‘DeEense Material Items
MIL-STO- 1388 - Logistic SuppOEt Awa%yeis
MIL-STD-1390 - Level of Repair :

PUBLICATIONS

REGULATIONS

Defense Acquisition’ RegulaCidh

OMB CIRCULARS

OMB Circular A-94 - Discount R“ilces‘to‘be;t%iedon Evaluating Time-
distribuced f%sks &nilBenel?its

OMS Circular A-104 - Cuniparati+e @o&t &ia.1~.$iRfor Decisions to Lease
or Put@w@4 Caiera<l PwxpQ8e ‘RealProperty

OMB Circular A-109 - Major SysCem Acqu6itions

DIRECTIVES & INSTRUCTIONS

DoD Directive 4105.62

DoD Directive 4245.3
DoD Directive 5000.1
DoD Directive 5000.3
DoD Directive 5000.4
DoD Directive 5000.26
DoD Directive 5000.37

DoD Directive 5000.39

- Se~ecCion of Goneraceua”l Sources for Major Defense
sysmsma

- Dee~@ fio~~et
- Majo”t Syec@m A.5qui9iti0na
- Te*k +n.dSvtl%qtlt$on
- OSD GOSE AI@!si.9 Improvement Group (CAIG)
- D.@ei13e.SyaEei&8AcquieiGion Review Council (DSARC)
- Acquisition and ,DiaCribution of Conrnercia1

Pc@rl’cf2B
- ACCp&iG.iOn and ?faDageaent of Integrated Logistic

Support’ for Sy.9Gernaand Equipment .

2
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DoD Instruction SOOO.2 -
DoD Instruction 5000.33 -
DoD Instruct ion 7000.2 -
DoD Instruction 7000.3 -
DoD Instruction 7000.10 -

DoD Instruction 7000.11 -
DoD Instruction 7041.3 -

SECNAVINST 4000.31 -
SECNAVINST 5000.1

SECNAVINST 7000.14 -

OPNAVINST 3960.10 -
OPNAVINST 4720.9

OPNAVINST 5000.62 -
NAVMATINST 6000.20 -
NAVMATINST 4105.3 -

NAVMATINST 4200.49 -

NAVMATINST 4720.1

NAVMATINST 5000.23 -

NAVMATINST 5620.172 -

Major System Acquisition Procedures
Unifnrm Budget/Coat Terms and Definitiona
Performance Measurement of Selected Acquisitions
Selected Acquisition Reports (SAK)
Contract Cost Performance, Funds Status and
Coat/Schedule Status Reports
Contractor Cost Data Reporting (CCDR)
Economic Analysis and Program Evaluation for
Resource Management
Life Cycle Costing
System Acquisition in the
Department of the Navy
Economic Analysia and Program Evaluation for
Navy Re.snurceManagement
Test and Evaluation
Approval of Systems and Equipments
for Service Use
Weapon SyetercmSelection and Planning
Integrated Logistic Support Planning Policy
Integrated Logistic Support (ILS)
Review and Appraisal
Selection of Contractual Sourcee for Major
DefenBe SySteIUS
Approval for Service Use of Systems, Equipments,
Conventional Weapona and Expendable Ordnance
Defenee Syetems Acquisition Review
Count i1 (DSARC )
Establishment of the Department nf
the Navy Systems Acquisition Review
Council (DNSARC)

MANUALS , HANDBOOKS, & GUIDES

DoD 41OO.33H - DoD In-House va. Contract Commercial and Industrial

Activities Cost Comparison Handbook
DoD 7110-1-M - Department of Defense Budget Guidance Manual
DoD - Economic Analysis Handbook
DoD LCC- 1 - Life Cycle Cnating Procurement Guide
DoD LCC-2 - Casebook Life Cycle Costing in Equipment Procurement
DoD LCC-3 - Life Cycle Costing Guide for System Acquisitions
NAVFAC P442 - Econnmic Analysis Handbook
NAVNAT P5241 - Contractor Cost Data Reporting (CCDR) System

I NAVMAT P5242 - Joint Design to Cost Guide
NAVMAT P9&94 - Navv Program Manager’s Guide

I DCA Circular 600-60-1 --Defense Communications Agency Cost and PlarrninS
Factors Manual

(Copies of the specifications,
contractor in connection with
from the procuring activity or

etandards, drawings, and publications required by
specific procurement functions should be obtained
as directed by the contracting nfficer. )

I ...
3
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OMB PUBLICATIONS

Costing Methods
Contract ing

and Models EOP Acquimi!tiou Planning, Budgeting. and

(Copies nf the preceding document sho@d. Ibe o.b.wkwd :ggm the Executive Office
of the President - Office of Manegeme@ a!ldBud’g,et,,Office nf Federal prOcur~ent
Policy or Federal Acquisition InmcituGe, Wah&:figitor!, B.C. 20503).

OTNER PUBLICATIONS

AD 728481 - Coat Conaiderationa in
Syetems Analysis

AD 901677L - Military EquipmenC
Cost Analysis

AD A082273 - Naval Material Conraand
Life Cycle Cost GOide for
Major Weapon Syatxms

AD A083845 - Naval Material Gcnnnancl
Life Cycle Cost Guide for
Equi~ent Analysin

AD A08&170 - Naval Air Systems Cnmnand
Avionics Level of Repair Model
NOD-1 11 Default Data Guide

AD A085854 - Office of the Secretary of Defense
Aircraft Operating and 8uppnrt
Cost Development Guide

AD A091963 - Overhead Cost and R.cteain the
U.S. Defense Induurrial Base

AD A114676 - Report on the Navy Life Cycle Cost f4ndel
for the SEA NYMPH Project

(Copies of the preceding documents should be obtained frcnnthe Defense Technical
Information Center, Cmnernn Sta.tinn,Alexandxi.s, Vir@nia22314) .

AD A115621 -

AD A115622 -

LCC FLEX-9E, Naval Materiak Onmmand Life Cycle Cost
Methodology cnmputer tape (verrion fnr IBM 360 or equivalent)

User’a Guide fnr Naval Maeerial ‘Comnand’s Life Cvcle
Cost (FLEX) Model (ve.zcio.mfor IBM 360 or equiva~ent )

(Copies of the preceding me8netic tape and useE’s guide ohould.be obtained from
the National Technical Information 8e@c’e, ?:ede:ca:lSoftware Exchange Center,
5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, Virgimie. 221:61.)

4
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0
3.1 General.
defin~he

3. DEFINITIONS

These economic and acquisition management related terms are
context of system and equipment acquisitions and are general in

nature. Reference to DoD Instruction 5000.33, DoD Instruction 7000.11, NAVF!AT

P5241, and MIL-STD-881 will lead to more detailed information on cost terms and
work breakdown structures. More specific definitions and explanations of techni-
cal terms used in discussing the different disciplines of cost analysis, logis-
tics, and management can be found in the documents referenced in thie handbook.

3.2 Product. As used in this handbook “product” refers to the system or equip-
ment =cquired or modified.

3.2.1 ~stem. In this handbook “eystem” refers to a weapon system which is a

composite of equipment, facilities, and services which make UP ~11entity. The
complete weapon system includes the prime and all support related equipment,
materials, facilities, and pereonnel required for obtaining, operating, and
maintaining the system (e.g. aircraft carrier, submarine, aircraft, missile,
torpedo, etc.).

3.2.2 Equipment. In this handbook “equipment” refers collectively to an
item, component, or subeyotem procured for installation in a system or to support
a system (e.g. sonar, radio, radar, teat set, periscope, engine, etc.).

o
3.3 Life cycle cost. LCC is the sum total of the direct, indirect,
recurring, non-recurring, and other related coats incurred, or estimated to
be incurred in the design, research and development (R&D), investment, operatiOn,
maintenance, and support of a product over its life cycle, i.e. its anticipated
useful life span. It is the total coat of the R&D, investment, O&S and, where

applicable, disposal phases of the life cycle. All relevant costs should be

included regardless of funding source or management control.

3.3.1 Acquisition coat. Acquisition cost ia the sum of R6D coet and investment

coat.

3.3.1.1 Research and development. RhD cost is the sum of all contract and

in-house coats required to bring a product’ s development from concept to produc-
tion including engineering design, analysis, development, test, evaluation, and
management. Applicable funds are: exploratory development (6.2 appropriation),
advanced development (6.3a appropriation), eystems development (6.3b appropria-
tion), and engineering development (6.4 and 6.5 appropriations). Normally,
research (6.1 appropriation) is not acquisition related and therefore not usually
considered part of the R6D cost. (See paragraph 5.3.1 for more information on
R6D cost. )

3.3.1.2 Investment coat. Investment (procurement or production) cost ia the
sum of all contract and in-house costs, both non-recurring and recurring,
required to tranafonn the results of R.SDinto a fully deployed operational

o

system or equipment. (See paragraph 5.3.2 for more information on investment

cost. )

5
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3.3.2 Operating and support CORE. !3&Scosc ie the awn of all costs, including

contraCt SuppOrt, aS80Ci.9td with Cb!2QpuatiQtM3 and maintenance of a system or
equipment. (See paragraph 5.3.3 fox IBQZ? infomn@siQn QCIO&S cost. )

3.3.3 Disposal cost. Disposal ease ti tie e!,!~of mll Qontract and in-house

coots required to remove the ayscem 02 E“q@@mF$@ ‘Erwn clieinventory, and which
may be offeet by some residual value ‘(e.g.$L@%!g.eOC Eesa”Je).

3.4 Life cycle coating. Life cyc~e ~ti%iin~ ia :She we.age of LCC (or segments

thereof) in various decisions assocI.4Gedt?!$%haei$ririfiga product.

3.4.1 Life cycle cost analyrvis. Tic2@WWS&YSfS in the identificaticm, quantifi-
cation, and qualification of L(XJby @C@@lt with the purpose of est.ablishin8 the
coat interrelationships and the effect of each Cotitributor to the total LCC.

3.4.1.1 Cost element. A cost element iR the Ioweat “level identified cost for a
given LCC amalyais. A coat element ~I?i%E@ieE ‘A!sQkendown into variables,

rates, factors, or constante rel.acedm.a~eiirm~ik$~~ which produce a dollar
amount corresponding to an aepect d Ehe prdila@Eviid%r investigation. The
term ‘major cO.3telement’ refera to &k@ Sunnf@Ey level elemants: R&D cost,

investment coet, O&S coat, and 85EpQ#@2 CI?SG.

3.4.1.2 Cost element structure. A CQBC eMnenG etructure (coat breakdown
etructure is a set of cost elem.ent4 @:rT&!T!lg~@in a heirarchy according to the LCC
objectives. The cost element atthm%trcw‘may be difEerent in each phase of the

life cycle.

3.5 Work breakdown atructuce .(WES). A WBS is @ product oriented family tree
composed of hardware, services, end data whi.cb result from the identification of
acquisition tasks during the development and production of a system or equipment,
and which completely describe$ the pzogcern or project. A WBS displays and
defines the product to be developed or produced and relates elements of work to
be done to each other and to the end prtdluct.

3.5.1 Program/project IJBS. The PWBS ie the Qomp”LeceWBS for the program or
project covering the acquisition ph.e$e. ~t watnillycontains one or more contract
work breakdown structures as aubaeG#.,

3.5.2 Contract WBS. The CUSS is th&’ao~p~~e WflS covering a particular
contractor on a particular procurement.

3.6 Acronym. The following acronyms are u$ed in thin handbook.

ADP
ASU
CAIG
CCDR
CER
CFE
CNo
CPR
CwBs
DCP

- automatic data prooeoeimg

- approval for services vae
- Cost Analysin improvement Group
- Contractor Cost DaWJ i&@oEEhg
- cost eat imating relw~icmkdhip

centractor fuzni+’heiieqtipne’nt
- Chief of Naval i2peEm,t$T.fis
- Coat PerfQcmanQ~ R$#.QEW

- centract work brecikdtwn @tiucture
- decision coord$nackng paper

6
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● DNSARC
DoD
DSARC
DTc
ECP
ms
FYDP
GFE
ILS
ILSP
JMSNS
LCC
LOR

LORA
LRG
LSA
LSAR
MCON
WPN
UTBF
NAVAIR
NAVELEX
NAVMAT
NAVSEA
01’m
Ow
ohm
OSD
POM
PPBS
Pwss
R&D
ROT.5EN
RFP
RIW
SAK
sSEB
VAMOSC
WBs

Department of the Navy Syatema Acquisition Reviav Council
- Department of Defense

Defenee Systams Acquisition Review Council
- design-to-cost (design-to-life-cycla_ coat)

engineering change proposal
- foreign military sales
- five year defense program
- government furnished equipment
- integrated logistic support
- integrated logistic support plan
- justification for major system new starta
- life cycle cost
- level of repair
- level of repair analysis
- logistics reviev group
- losistic support analysis
- logistic support analysis record
military construction appropriation, Navy
military personnel appropriation, Navy
mean time between failures

- Naval Air Systems Conunand
Naval Electronics Systems Comnqnd

- Naval Material Command
Naval Sea SyBcems Cemmand

- Office of Management and Budget
- operating and support

operations and maintenance appropriation, Navy
Office of the Becretary of Defense

- program objective memorandum
- progr.mmning, planning, and bud8etin.6 system
- programlproject work breakdown structure
- research and development

research, development, teBt and evaluation appropriateion, Navy
request for proposal

- reliability improvement warranty
- Selected Acquisition Report

source selection evaluation board
Visibility and Management of Operating and Support Cost

- work breakdown structure

0
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4. LCC IN ACQUISIHON MANAGEMENT

●
4.1 General. Life “cycle costing has an.iidpQr%?tatktm~~ in the management
of Navy-i tions. It gives quam~ib$liiwe@5@@k iiiGhe program and project

office for making tradeoffs among MM*PO*F c@%@~%Q”he8uke,, performance, and
logistic support; it provides access CQ @e @.3&&i7@t%’ti’e deeign through government
LCC reviews; and it affords the Navy .a’~i~dixed~%ide%na of controlling the effect

of the new system or equipment on fleee re@litieN6ti!!E coaE-effectiveness type
of evaluation. Therefore, life cycle ..ioaCiwg8110Uldbe am integral part of

management’s coat control and re~tcction”e:i?~QCC.T!liiama~agernent tool translates

the different elements of an acquisition into a .an!uionbaais for measurement and
evaluation -- dollars, Describing diverse acquflsieion elements in terms of
dollars can simplify management decisions and is eo~ential to an effeetive coat
control effort. However, it should be puikitetlout Chat this quantification is
not a substitute for decision making bwt tinExamiui@Eion of the probable cost
conaequencea of acquisition decisions. A bott$.g~b~n~ivemanagement approach would
further include readiness and other eueh “beiiefitconsiilerationa.

4.2 Affordability. One of the meet peieia tane ~hallenges confrenting the
Department of Defense (DoD) is the ability to pxovide adequate resources for the
acquisition, operation, and support Q? ii@L@!!scjcidequ$pcment. In an effort to
maintain an effective, modern force in am “$idq&&&3n. environment constrained by
finite resources and rising costs, an a!EEo@abilgE~ acquisition policy has been
adopted by DoD. The keystone of the .@%@tibifity poLiG,yis an estimate of the
total cost of a program or project eve% fibsuseftfL life, i.e. its LCC. Also
there is the consideration whether or not one cum afford a product which provides

a pfedicted leve+ of effectiveness veret$$~,@@$kY&vion Of products which p~ovide ●
a dl fferent predicted level of effectivetieve in e ‘mwkGimiasion aenario or environ-
ment. In addition to the expected CQSt .Tfcmquirimg a pxoduct, the manager
should include the cost of ownership (i.e ope’rdiin.gand supporting the fielded
product ) when making acquisition decisions.

4.2.1 Importance of total coat. Broni a f%$~a~ ps~epec~ive, the LCC process as

applied tO an investment opportunity means tliti~“Aleern.etivecourses of action are
considered before a set of option# is $gtie’’&gdli@Am investment opportunity used
in this context is meant to be an opt$km .?0ctilkeacme defined action which will
incur coat to obtain some specified fubuge “lkcitit.) During the concept explora-
tion phase, many alternative designs atldgiiriceeireuane considered as ways to meet
the requirements. Some of the more effieet$wakd@@isl technically, may first
seem to be prohibitively expensive au a iievelopmen,tapproach; yet after consid-
eration of such factors as subsequent value engineerimgt producibility, etc. , the
design approach may be favorable from a pmdmciQII or support standpoint. The
point to be made is that the total coat, not just the initial near term coats,
should be considered an an input to cliedeck.?ion proceen. Conceptually, then,
the evaluation of an acquisition cam “beconsidered a two step process. First, a
selection of the apparent best alternatives is made. Next, the alternatives are
costed o“t and either accepted or rejected (in p~rt baaed upon a cost-benefit
decision) .

4.2.2 LCC management. Life cycle costing is cme of the many sirnultaneoua
functional requirement placed on the acquieieion manager. But life cycle
costing is more than just another requ~rernent. “Properly implemented it

s
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becomes a basic way of doing business -- making decisions in terms of meeting
requirements at the leaat total cost. Properly implemented it integrates other
related functional ereas with a single cost data mechanism making it easier for
the acquisition manager to exercise influence on funding claimants and eponsore,
so that the major coet drivers are identified, managed, and controlled. The
following list gives an idea of the number and veriety of planning and decision
tasks the acquisition manager faces which call for coat information:

a.

b.

c.

d,

e.

f,

g.

h,

i.

j.

acquisition strategy planning

budget planning and tracking

establishing performance and quantity requirements

concept selection

design and schedule tradeoffs

operational and deployment concept evaluation

maintenance and support approach evaluations

spares requirements determination

support and teat equipment selection

LCC tracking and monitoring

k.

1.

1

m.

n.

contractual source selection

special contract provision evaluation

meeting milestones and acquisition reviews

meaeurcment of acquisition progreee

There is a need for a coherent effort in LCC management to support theee decision
proceaeea. Effective LCC management plans and implements a LCC program which can
assure the reviewing authorities that the acquisition could achieve the lowest
LCC (asauming all other requirements are met) and enables the acquisition manager
to make the proper design, procurement, and support deciaiona ao that the lowest
LCC can be achieved. To be effective, acquisition life cycle costing begins in
concept exploration and centinuen throughout the acquisition phaaes. Figure 1
groups the acquisition’s LCC taaka into three general areas and relatea them to
the acquisition phases. (More information on the responsihilitiea of acquisition
management may be found in the “Navy Program Manager’ e Guide” NAVMAT P9494. )

.4.2.3 Budgetin~ The analyaia of coats for alternative investment opportuni-
ties should not be confused with the budget estimating process. While much of

the analytical efforts involved in LCC estimating result in information and data
which may aid in developing budget submissions or in providing inputs to the
programming, planning and budgeting system (PPBS), life cycle coating is nOt
first and foremost a budgeting process.

9
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4.2.4 External coata. In a typical acquisition enviroiunent, authority does not
usually extend as far as the manager’ s responsibility. External factors often
drive the LCC. Changes in direction and constraints (e.g. quantity, schedule,
funding, and mission) occur frequently. Some acquisition elements may not be
under the acquisition manager’s control (e.g. construction, installation, and
test equipment). An effective LCC management program provides the necessary
visibility and the vehicle which enables the acquisition manager to exercise
influence over these externally generated coats. One way to approach problems of
this type is to use the acquisition LCC methodology with the approval for service
uae (ASU) review process to cauae external funding claimants (e.g. Ship Parts
Control Center, Naval supply Systems Command, Naval Military Personnel Command,
and the fleet type commanders) to make appropriate budgetary plans. OPNAVINST
4720.9 “Approval of Systeme and Equipments for Service Use” requires that funding
claimants certify that the expected O&S costs are programmed and are acceptable.
Taking advantage of this requirement, the acquisition manager may implement LCC
management techniques ae follows:

I c.

all costs are incorporated into the acquisition office’ a LCC model

pertinent LCC ❑odel information ie sent to all external funding
claimants (figure 2 is an example of an LCC managment report for such
a claimant, i.e. the type commander)

all claimants are requested to endorse the applicable acquisition office
estimate

d. the endorsements and the LCC model are used for ASU review

Actions
process
which could occur later on if such external factors were ignored.

of this kind are needed to avoid the disruptions to the acquisition
(e.g. insufficient resources for installation, deployment, and operation)

4.3 Objectives and requirements. Life cycle costing is usually a response to
external requxrementa Imposed upon the acquisition nr to internal requirements
eet by acquisition management. A review of OMB Circular A-109, DOD Directive
5000.1, DoD Directive 5000.3, OPNAVINST 3960.10, DoD Directive .i245.3,DoD
Directive 5000.37, DoD Directive 5000.39, DoD Instruction 5000.2, and SECNAVINST
5000.1 discloses various LCC related requirements concerning affoldability, LCC
tradeoffs, using LCC as a design factor, using LCC in commercial product acqui-
sition, using LCC in test and evaluation, and using LCC as an integrated logistic
support (ILS) management factor. Some equipment (vice system) acquisitions may

alao be large enough to be eubject to such requirements. LCC reviev requirements
may apply like those discussed in DoD Directive 5000.4 (CAIG), DoD Directive
5000.26 (DSARC), DoD Instruction 7000.3 (SAR), NAVMATINST 5000.23 (DSARC), and
NAVMATINST 5420.172 (DNsARC ). (OPNAVINST 5000.42 shows which level of review maY
be required for any given acquisition. ) All acquisition, however, require LCC
as a part of the request for ASU as provided for in OPNAVINST 4720.9 and as a
certification factor for the logistics review group (LRC) as discussed in NAVMAT-
INST L105.3. These requirements may be in force from the early phases of the
acquisition onward (e.g. affordability), or they may only apply at certain points
during the acquisition process (e.g. ASU). In addition to tbeae general require-

●
menta, the acquisition manager may provide LCC information to functions such as
design review, planning, budgeting, and other management efforts. All LCC
requirements, both external and internal to the acquisition, help define the LCC
objective.

11
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4.4 LCC management program. A LCC management program can be Been as the acqui-
sition manager’e acknowledgement of the need to meet LCC and nther related
requirements in a logical and orderly way, taking advantage nf the interrelation-
ships with nther management functions to satisfy a broad range of acquisition
management tasks (see paragraph 6.2.2). If a LCC management effort is structured

properly in the concept exploration phase, its usefulness to the acqusitinn
manager outweighs the loss of resources dedicated to support it. The key to
successful LCC management is developing and implementing a LCC methodology vhich
relates to the management and control nf the acquisition funding. The fundamental

management relationship in any acquisition is the relationship of the WBS to the
resource expenditures and commitments. Correlating the cogt element structure

with the PWBS and the CWBS ensures the consistency of LCC with design to cnst
(DTC), program objective memorandum (POI’1),PPBS, iost performance r=port (CPR),
CCDR, lngistic suppnrt analysis record (LSAR), level of repair analysis (LORA),
funding appropriation types, and responsibility codes. Figure 3 gives an example
of LCC management information which can be prnvided by this methnd. The objec-

tives of a LCC management program are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

instill a cost management discipline throughnut the acquisition effort

organize the separate LCC related taska into a coherent effort

develop a LCC methodology which is serisitive to the important
characteristics of the acquisition

establish coat control procedures

prnvide information accurately and quickly

place LCC tools in the hands of the designers

An effective LCC management program not only requires specialized expertise, it
also requires an attitude of cnat cnrmcinueneaa and a plan fnr reducing and
controlling coets.

4.5 LCC plan. Life cycle coating, aa a responsibility of acquisition management,
shnuld be the subject of formal planning throughout the acquisition phaBes. The
first step in addressing LCC planning is setting the LCC objectives and choosing
the suitable alternatives or ways to meet the LCC objectives. A LCC plan can be

used to structure the LCC effort and is begun when these important guidelines
have been determined. The development of a LCC plan is not necessary to satisfy
higher authority ’s needs but to ensure that all aspects of the LCC effort are
defined and integrated. The purpose of the LCC plan is to define the approach
for using life cycle costing to influence management, design, production, opera-
tinn, maintenance, and support decisions; for meeting LCC requirements in the
procurement proceae; for using LCC in correlating management deciaione with
in-hnuse budgeting and the PPBS ; and for providing LCC information to meet review
and milestone requirernentt?. The LCC plan explaina how life cycle costing
interactn with and aupporta other management functions, and it defines the
government-contractor relationship including LCC prnvisinns fnr the statement
of work, request for proposal (RFP), data item descriptions, source selection
procedures, and resources to support the source .selectinnevaluation board (SSEB)
and aubeequent LCC monitoring and contractor performance tracking.

13
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6.5.1 LCC technical control. This part of the plan addresses: the management
control functions including authority and responsibility for conducting the LCC
effort; the schedule and the interfacing milestones; the specific tasks and the
level of effort to be applied; the data-flow and the management interfaces among
the functions both inside and outside the acquisition office; the government LCC
review team; and other related efforts such as reliability, maintainability,
DTC, logistic support analysis (LSA), LOKA, ILS, training, support and test
equipment, foreign military sales (FMS), subcontractors, vendors, and government
furnished equipment (GFE) contractors.

6.5.1.1 LCC tasks. The LCC plan should discuss the ways and means of
accomplishing the following tasks aa applicable (figure 1 summarizes these tasks
and relates them to the life cycle phaaea):

‘o

a. management - establish a cost management discipline by developing and
controlling the acquiait ion LCC methodology (tailor methodology to
provide design tools and management tools; aet ground rules, procedures,
and conventions; develop standard data and factora; and establiah a
common data base); provide special information and assistance (select
acquisition strategy which supports the LCC objectives; resource alloca-
tion planning and budget ing; influence external coata; and coordinate
effort with interfacing areaa); establish control procedures for
in-house and contractor (monitor LCC and DTC objectives and goals); and
provide other services (recommend procurement strategy; plan for
support required to incorporate LCC and DTC into etatement of work, data
item descriptions, KPP’e, source Belection evaluation procedures, SSEB
participation; and implementing and monitoring special LCC contract
provisions).

b. estimating - establish in-house and contractor LCC and DTC capability;
establiah LCC and DTC baaeline; establish LCC and DTC objectives and
goals and analyze variances; provide information for management and
review preparation tasks; and evaluate alternatives (concept, design,
logistics, maintenance, support, alteration, modification, engineering
change proposal (ECP), product improvement, force level, multi-year
procurement, production rate, operating acenerio, deployment, schedule,
and quantity).

c. review preparation - define acquisition, logistic, and ASU review
requirements; define responsibilities and schedules; and prepare special
reviev estimating procedures.

4.5.2 LCC analyt?is. This part of the plan sets the ground rules for the
analyais procedures. Included are discussion of and justification for alterna-
tive, major assumptions, cost estimating techniques, coat element structure,
uncertainty considerations, automatic data processing (ADP) cormiderations,
procedures for updating and verifying LCC data, and documentation (including
tracking and justification of deviations from standardized or required methodo-
logies and procedures).

4.6 Modeling and ADP. In the early phases of the acquisition, the cost element

●
structure ia likely to be relatively simple. Coat estimating could be done more

efficiently by hand than by computer. However, product characteristics and
quantities are constantly changing, and usually many eetimatea are needed based

I
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on different assumptions. A computer~aed coec model can produce these estimates
quickly and efficiently with the added 8iivanE8ge rhac differences in estimated ●
costs are not caused by changes in r@21TQd@agy Qr by errors in computation.
Developing a computerized model fl@.b~$ ~5tp.@ co meet the growing needs of the
program or project throughout ehe aGq@:fiCfmti;B6801W can consume significant
resourcee. Consequent ly, a LCC manag?iment @.$iEC CJPWld include a thorough
search for an existing LCC model which hc?s~@~lIused euecesefully in the past and
which can satisfy the present LCG amt~ymie requim?rneu’cs. Given the extensive
development of computerized LCG mode~s in go’v!%iuuemtand industry over the laat
two decades, developing new computer prog’ramswibhout checking existing ones
first would be imprudent. A lirt of suoceasf,al cost models can be found in
#!Costing Methods and Modela for Acqui$i Cion planning, Budgeting and Contracting”

by the Office of Management and BudgeC (OMB). Other sources include the Defense
Logistics Studies Information Exchange (0.S. Army Logistics Management Center,
Fort Lee, Virginia 23801), the Defense 2echnieal Information Center, and the
Federal Software Exchange Center. Illaddition, NAVMAT has prepared and made
available the ‘life Cycle Cost Guide 50r MaiQr W.$SPCU?Systems” (AD A082273 ) and
the “Life Cycle Cost Guide for “Equipmetic.Anhyei@t-”@ A083845 ) along with a
computerized LCC methodology (AD Al 15621) and user]s guide (AD Al15622) which can
be used in most applications of this h@booIK, IW%IAT (MAT fllF4)maintains and
supports LCC models as do che NtivalVleetrtinies$~s?tema Comnand (NAVELEX, code
ELITX82B) and the Naval Air SysCem8 Oomrikaid‘(??A~/i?iTttcode AIR 524). Chief of
Naval Operations (CNO, code OP 112(?)bfi~d.$&el@tid and made available the HARDMAN
LCC model. More information on “LCCrnod.ilecdn 6.? found in paragraph 5.6.2.

4.7 Cost control techniques. The moa~ im@ztant ca$k of LCC management is to
support the coat control function. Previdtrs paE’agrapha discussed in-house
aspect8 of controlling costs. The development and production contractor,
however,

●
are reapormible for the largest pent of the acquisit ion coat, and the

acquisition manager has a corresponding need. to concrol them. Generally, the
following three techniques are available for bhia purpose: DTC, reliability
improvement warranty (RIW), and LCC protiurement. DTC (also called design-to-life-
cycle-cost ) is a management technique for controlling LCC via the early quantif i-
cation and tracking of coat objective~ .md :g~alsdwting the development process.
Compared to life cycle costing as in e~tima~itig technique, DTC is more of a
coat control approach. Fundamentally fintenc%?ilto be a “LCC related discipline,
DTC has up until recently primarily been used Co control production cost.
That is, its application as a managerial cQntro”ltechnique has focused on the
investment cost with emphasis Qn design-eQ-unit production coet. A more detailed
discussion of each co8t control technique fo~kif?s. Guidance relative to the

applicability and implementation ia a18Q referenced.

4.7.1 DTC. Life cycle coating and M@ are cdm,plemencary management strategies
to cent= and reduce the cost of Navy acquisition. DoD Directive 4245.3
covers the implementation of DTC). In.EYZ13,cock objeccivea and goals are estab-
lished early in the R&D phaae of clielife cyel.efor measurable cost drivers such
as the average unit production cosk Qr i%? meaeuzl$al~ cost driving parameter
such as reliability and maintainabil~ey Or for porEions of the O&S coat such as
manpower, support equipment, and t3pares. l.~fe cycle costing conaidera LCC in
decisions associated with developing, procuring, maintaining, modifying or

●
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replacing a ayatem or equipment. As such, life cycle coating can be used in
assessing most decisions, including the establishment and adjustment of DTC
objectives and goals. Alternatively, DTC is a technique for minimizing LCC by
realistically constraining the recurring portion of the production coot, and alao
to help control the future O&S coat by establishing objectives and goals which

can be monitored during test and evaluation. The principles of DTC include
provisions for tradeoffs between performance and cost to help keep the acquisi-
tion within its cost goals. In general, DTC is implemented by establishing a top

level or ayatem wide coat objective or goal. This goal is based on estimates
derived from actual costs of prior systems or equipments. Once established, the
DTC goal is subdivided and delegated to designers who can be held accountable fOr
designing a product which is producible within the specific cost envelope. To
achieve this, the designers should identify significant cost drivers and determine
ways to control them. Coat eatimatora, reviewers, and production personnel can
assist in the design efforts by identifying acceptable existing designs by
developing design options which can reduce production cost Or by definiti~ing
cost reducing production techniques. During the early 8tage8 of layout and

design, production cost estimates are made for each level of design. (coat
estimating technique8 described in paragrs.ph 5.7 can be used for this purpose. )
Once derived, these eatimatea should be linked to design characteristic which
are clearly identified at each level of the product’s de8ign. Since these
eatimate8 are merely a comparative ba8eline for evaluating DTC performance, a
method for collecting and reporting the unit production cost data should be
established before DTC can eerve ae an effective control technique. Management
8hould have the capability to ensure that the production related cost thresholds
are not breached without commensurate reducti0n8 in LCC or without major mis8ion

or acquisition structure changea. (The application of the DTC concept together
with guidance is further provided in the “Joint Design to Cost Guide” NAVMAT
P5242). Since the DTC implementation described above can significantly influence
the 06S cost incurred during tbe deployment portion of the production h deplo~
ment phase, a more detailed description of DTC implementation is provided below.

4.7.1.1 DTC implementation. The successful implementation of DTC is normally

contractually dependent; that is, with some exceptions (like preliminary ship
desire or earlv svatcm feasibility studies which may be done in-house) the. .
contractor haa the moat significa~c role to play. Me DTC criteria and standards
which are to be u8ed throughout the acquisition process should be delineated in
the KPP which precedes each contractual effort. The SFP should stipulate the

recurring and nonrecurring components of the target unit production coat and any
OiiS related DTC goals in constant year dollarn (eee paragraph 5.5.3). The
product which is to be covered by the DTC plan should be explicitly identified in
the KFP; a differentiation between GFE and contractor furnished equipment (CFE)
should also be made in the RPP. In addition to delineating the product to be

covered, the KPP should prioritize the required performance characteristics but
should allow the contractor enough flexibility to incorporate cost saving de8ign
featuren. Finally, the KFP should require that the contractor formally describe
the method by which DTC will be implemented, including the techniques to be used
to evaluate design options or design changeg from a DTC point of view. When
responees to the SFP have been received, acquiaitiOn management peraOnnel shOuld
ensure that the source selection proceaa appraiaes the contractor’ a ability to
meet the DTC goala and evaluates the contractor’ a method for conducting the
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performance and cost tradeoffs. f@ecifi@L&yl the oource selection proceee
should evaluate how the contractor w&l”L‘i@tab”kti8h‘Eheproduction and 06S cost
goals, how theee goals are allocated to d&iitig-I!&eamm und subcontractors, and how
the performance of these organizational er#&~ei@ewMA be evaluated relative to
the cost goala. The fundamental pu@.c@e oi2b~e .effioxtis to ensure that the
contractor’s approach to DTC is tu.ekn.ingfiu~ark’mea$.urable. From a contractual
provisions standpoint, one should comidm ewefiGhings as tradeoff a, subcontrac-
tors, and intent ivea. The concraek EROU.M Scfipwiate the prerogatives granted to
the contractor for tradeoff decisione. lfe~hoiksfor facilitating this objective
include the creation of a peri%xmance p$%iori~y ,guideby the government and the
formalized requirement for the contracecm to demmserate the full cost effect of
design changes. Furthermore, ehe e~q,uieitbn m%ice should ensure that the
contractor passes along DTC goals GO th”eeu”bco~tractors, where reasonable, thereby
reducing the rit?kof undue subconcraaccm influence upon the prime contractor.
Finally, incentives are an extremely ei%ec~ive device for motivating contractor
DTC performance, particularly when eli@e &@ L@Gle or no competition. To be
effeetive, however, DTC incentive~ ehould be specific so that both parties
understand what the incentive are arid bow ~hey will be applied. The enactment
of a clear and concise contractual dQG!mnwc dbee not, in and of itself, guarantee
the successful implementation of a “DIKIpkan. WCC management is essential. The
following recommendations are intended to aseirt @cquieition managers in effec-
tively using DTC as a LCC control device:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Minimize changes to the D’IC plen.

When required, make chartgee to the DTC plan as early in
the life cycle a.epossible.

When changes are proposed, rapid decisions regarding these proposals
is essential to ensure sobopcirnalIITCdecisions are minimized.

Concentrate management actenti.on an coet drivers.

Examine the contractor’s D2C Cechnique, the contractor’ s internal
communicantion network (both EQrmal and informal), and the costing
tools the contractor makee available to designere (including feedbeck
mechanisms ).

A RIW is fundamentally a fixed price contractual urovision which4.7.2. RIW
establis= incentive for field reliability and maintainability improvements
whereby the contractor is committed to cepail!specified equipment failures for
fielded systernsor equipment during a specified wamanty period. The intent Qf
this control mechanism is tQ economicidly fcrativacelshecontractors to design and
produce products with low field failure r.ai%es},decreased isolation time, and
decreased module replacement time, ehemsby iai~:eamkmg the operational availability
as well as reducing the cost of oprx,atibnd aupporc. The use of RIWS to increase
contractor respormibility for fielded,~rodacte increases the probability that the
Contract OK Will use failure feedback Lzegbnique? CQ imitiate design improvements.
However, it should be recognized Gh@t eu.daiegcovee!entwill take place only as
long as the contractor perceives iB t!tibe ecairomically beneficial. A prerequisite
to the use of a RIW contract es a pz%mcical IK2C CQmCXQl technique is the ability
of both contractual parties to identify ehe realistic potential for reliability
and maintainability improvements vie-a-via the estimated support costs. For thin
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to be achievable at the time a firm fixed priced proposal is solicited, the
ability to evaluate and compare all associated costs should exist. The cost of a

warranty option should be compared with the relevant cost of organic (in-house)
support. Such a comparison is not only ueeful in evaluating the efficiency of a
RIW but, once selected, can be used in negotiating the final price of the con-
tract. The desirability of using a RIW contract is understood better when its
three major characteristics are considered:

a. The contract covers an extended period of time to ensure that the con-
tractor has long term interest in the acquisition effort and that
failure feedback from the operational environment can influence the
deeign changae.

b. The bidding and award of a firm fixed price RIW contractual commitment
is implemented with the contractual effort for production. Risk and

benefit is equitably apportioned between the contractor and the govern-
ment. Generally, a mean time between failures (MTBF) guarantee is
procured in association with the RIW.

c. The contractor aasumea complete responsibility for the type and extent
of repairs agreed to between the contractor and the government for a
stipulated period of time. The government does not usually create
redundant organic repair capability during the warranty period but
imposes serial number inventory control procedures to ensure that
contractual commitments are met. The contractor usually implements,
at no cost to the government, ECPn which reduce the maintenance co8ts,
provided the coat of incorporating ECPS into the product design is leas
than the maintenance coat savings. Note that the government pays for

maintenance not covered by the RIW.

4.7.2.1 RIW implementation. Contractually, a RIW is implemented via a firm
fixed price contract. While competition is desired, it is not a prerequisite

for engaging in a RIW contractual effort. It is necessary, however, for the
product to have advanced beyond the paper design stage before a RFP is solicited.
Furthermore, a somewhat predictable operational environment as well as some
preliminary product testing increase the practicality of using .sRIW contract
as a control device, because this will afford a better understanding of the
reliability and maintainability characteristics of the product. The use of RIW
as a LCC control mechaniam is limited to the production h deployment phase of the
acquisition cycle. Despite this fact, the acquisition phase prior to the produc-
tion h deployment phase is integral to the RIW process due to its preparatory
focus. Therefore, RIW as a control technique is a two step process.

a. Step one occurs in the concept exploration, demonstration h validation,
and full scale development phases of the acquisition. During the

concept exploration phese, background studies exploring reliability and
maintainability options of a product relative to its anticipated LCC can
be conducted. A portion of these studies should consider RIW as a
potential mechanism for achieving the stated goals and for reducing LCC.
The demonstration .5validation phase is concerned with further definition
of the product being acquired. At this point, the possibility of using a
RIW during production can affect the design characteristic. Consequent ly,

the product developer should be made to understand the extent to which
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RIW may be used in the production eiforti. During the full scale
development phase, the product iiaaign”~s medi~ied and refined to a

(NAVY)

●
preproduction quality. RIVJpEQgId&ds i,e@.v@~ ‘fromthe prospective
contractors should reflece aLl pwdducg rev$.aioqg to facilitate the RIW
evaluation and usage decisiomy; S~e.@i@i@~ ‘the ,following evolutions

should take place during tliispbas$? ~~~ ,~eveiopment of final RIw
provisions, the incorporation of RKW prov~aioms b the production
RFP, the proposal review, the RZW deeiqirm,, ad Che RIW negot iation.

Step two occurs in the production & depkoymett~ p~aae, that portion Of
the acquisition which RIW cam serve ad a life cycle control mechanism.
RIW tasks administered during this phase include: the development of RIW
management procedures (including falee removal determination and disposi-
tion), the review of the concractar”~i “R’fWdaci plan, the coordination of
contract administration functicim, the ?&X procea:eing, the review of
contractor RIW facilities, the teehnicd data review, and the development
of user data transmittal met.ho&e., ~e,o&S ~ortion of a RIW effort begins

with the inital deployment of operitfomaj utii~aand terminates upon the
expiration of the warranty period. .$.pedfic acquinit ion management tasks
include: monitoring the irnple&eirca~iQnj.’rrmitoring the RIW logistics

flow, contract administr.at~on, iihe”L3CP review, the post-RIW support
study, and the post-RIW sup,portnggo~iacions.

4.7.2.2 RIW aurmnary. A final word at Ghis poi~i i~ necees.my about the practical
aepecte of the implementation of REW a@ a c@ttzol mechanism. AB indicated
earlier, the contractor is made. to b.$eoik~ra~kwally reepc.naible for providing the
depot level repair services for a fixed opezat’i.hgtime, calendar time, or a
combination thereof. As a result, Ehe Wavy””s initial quantities of spares, ●
manuals, training equipment, and test equipmeti is xeduced from what it might
otherwise be. The Navy’s risk of in.areaEedQo@&Y preoip~tated by design changes,
is reduced by postponing the procurem~t” of iniEel spare parts until the transi-
tion haa occurred. Finally, if a Mll”j?&uaE.emc.~s&$ incorporated into the RIW
contract, the contractor bears the burden og eorEecting the MTBF deficiencien.
For an expanded consideration of RI.W$hEom&ion aMjV be obtained from textbooks
and papera on logistics, reliability,” and LCC. Other RXW information may
be obtained from tbe Defense Logistics SExklies~iiEormation Exchange and the
Defense Technical Information Center.

4.7.3 LCC procurement. An effective way to manage tQtal system or equipment
cost is to uae LCC or segmente of it in procurements. LCC considerations when
transIated into contractual provisions” and applied to source selection, pre-award
testing, acceptance criteria, incentives, and ~.aeign tzaiieoff studies strengthen
management’ s control of the magnitude and dis~ribution of the system’s or equip-
ment’ e annual draw upon the Navy’ a .reqauEceo ATM enhance management’ a ability to

reduce the eventual overall cost co the g,Q~w@C,. (Et should be noted that LCC
contractual proviaiona can be used, to adkvaf#zage,finbo~h non-competitive and
competitive procurements. ) The effeccive use og MM in procurements requires the
planning, coordination, and execution of many ctiplex activities. The LCC plan
(see paragraph 4.5 ) should cover all aipedtn of’$J3C involvement in the procure-
ment proceaa. LCC procurement planning “m~orildbe~im early in the contractual
effort when the most advantageous proctmemene m&aGegie8 can be adopted. IlnpOr-
tant points to address include the preparation’ of the statement of work, the
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proposal instructions, the evaluation criteria, the evaluation process, data
responsibility, interfaces with other related areas, and documentation. Typical
documentation requirements for an KFP concern input data values and sources,
methodology, ADP materials, status reports, analysis reports, and change tracking
and justification. (Care must be taken to constrain the competing bidders such
that the LCC results are comparable without restricting their freedom to propose
innovative designs. ) A LCC procurement is a control method intended to stimulate
long term contractor intereet in an acquisition effort. The contractor ia
motivated to assume a higher risk in return for an opportunity to derive an
economic benefit by either meeting or exceeding the contractually mandated goals
or targets. Generally, a LCC procurement is appropriate whenever significant OhS

cost savings can be achieved. For this to be a realistic option, the product’ s
design and operational environment should be known or predictable. The implemen-
tation of a LCC procurement begins with the selection of a LCC procurement
technique and the formulation of a specific approach. Solicitation packages are
prepared and responses evaluated for suitability. Once a contractor is selected
and begins work, the Navy assumes complete responsibility for tracking and
monitoring the LCC performance. There are three basic LCC procurement techniques
which can be used, either independently or together. First, the source selection
criteria can be used as a LCC control device. Another is the explicit incorpora-

tion of LCC incentives within the contract. Finally, the acquisition office can
ensure that precise contractor LCC guarantees are included in the terms of the
contract.

4. 7.3.1 Source selection. LCC ae a eource selection factor motivates the
bidder to address LCC during preparation of the offer. The first LCC procurement
technique, that of using source selection criteria, can use the lowest LCC
proposed as a factor in the contract award decision. However, as an alternative,
one can consider the amount and level of understanding of the LCC requirements
that the bidder demonstrates, by virtue of the planned effort as described in the

proposal. (The point here is that the best contractor may not be the one that
proposee or estimates the least LCC. It may be the one that more thoroughly
demonstrates an understanding of the discipline, its uses, and its limitations.
For example, important criteria other than cost could be the use and understanding
of LCC techniques, the credibility of inputs, consistency with the rest of the
proposal, the application of LCC in the acquisition ❑anagement process, and the
planned use of LCC in the design process. ) Naturally, it presumes that the
minimum performance and the contractual requirements stipulated in the RFP are
accommodated. For the RFP responaea to facilitate an effective source eelection,
the following items should be clarified in the KFP: (It should be mutually
understood by both the government and the offeror that these factors would serve
as the minimum basis upon which the contract award would be determined. DoD
Directive 4105.62 and NAVMATINST 4200.49 discuss the source selection process. )

4.7.3 .1.1 Cost element structure. The cost element structure used in source
selection ia normally an adaptation of the acquisition coat element structure
(see paragraph 5.4). Ita purpose is to provide the SSEB part of the information
necessary to determine which bidder is more likely to be successful in achieving
the least LCC. The stage of product development influence the approach to
preparing a source selection coat element structure. In the early phases of the
acquisition when competing designs may be quite different and critical input
data may be questionable, the bidder’s approach to LCC and the bidder’s demon-
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stration of an understanding of how EGG ie to be implemented may be better
indications of the best prop- ‘1 chain@he ‘%30 e@m@e itself. Later on when the
design has stabilized and the inpue ds&a &@ @51T@ Uredi.ble, the emphasis may ●
shift to the bidder’s LCC estimate. ~t?4!?Y%?’tT@r@lieiiactual LCC estimates are
to be used as one of the selection Ctiieeriet tha @oat elemente chosen should be
measurable, relevant, and .signififianc. (=e meatia that cost elements which may
become subjects of misunderecanding and controversy should be avoided). When
emphasis is on LCC criteria other than &he bidd.%r’s LO13 estimate, the bidder
should be allowed more freedom in deve”bpilig the COEG e~ement structure. In this

case’, the government may define a genei?al cosg element structure (which is the
same for all bidders) down to a cercairtlevel OF detail below which each bidder
may introduce unique coet elements. In such a wa,ycomparability is maintained
while each bidder is allowed to prepare a cost element structure reflecting a
unique design approach. A greacar level of effort in proposal preparation and
evaluat ion by the acquieit ion rnanagernencoffice is neuee.eary when the bidder’s
LCC estimate is used as a selec~iom @Ri&etion, Credibility and validation become
important issues when this approach itrMken. I.tUMy “become necessary to include
RIWS, guarantee, intentivee, or pend~~es along c?ith the proposed LCC estimate
to curb bidder optimism. In other wordo, if a conkaet award is based partly on
a proposed LCC, it is normal iy expectxd that the eelected contractor wil 1 either
have to demonstrate performance tlYEOughfome& Eecrcingof key parameters (e.g.
reliability demonstrateions) or be held respong?$ble for performance (e.g. contrac-
tual penalties and guarantees). Either way, using the bidder’s LCC estimate as a
selection criterion does not usually facilitate the eource selection process and
should be avoided where a fair se:leccion could.be made on a combination of other
criteria as discussed in paragraph 4.7.3.”1 above. If the bidder’s LCC estimate
is used as a selection criterion, it in I?ecotmmendedthat the LCC be expressed aa
a high and low variant rather than a poirre eutimate. ●
4.7.3 .1.2 LCC model. The LCC model UEed Eor making LCC estimates should
be compatible with the LCC element dei%ii.tions and with the stipulated data
requirements. It should be defined in a cteae~ Qoncii?emanner and should delin-
eate the known coat driver elements (gee pm?a~$phs 5.6.2 and 5.6.3). The LCC
model calculations could be done in?ltouseby &g@&ging the bidders to submit the
necessary data. or the acauieition o~fioe could SUDUW the LCC model to each
bidder with the government data and io&KcuQtions.

.. .

4.7.3 .1.3 Data. The contractor’ e dmea should be capable of being independently
validated by the Navy. Government supplied da~a @kould be aa epecific as possible
to the particular acquisition eft%rt. l!t d?oilfkdinckude the cost estimatimg
factors common to all competing designs (e.g. fvel coses, personnel coats,
product ion quantity, and delivery dieduLe).

4.7.3 .1.4 Ground rulee. Instructions, infQrmaf2iQn, and ground rules pertinent
to the source selection should be suGGfhictbiic!3bQ@d pKQVide the bidder with as
much information as possible. Dat# pEOVid.2dby ciiegovernment should include:
the planned operational and suppQrC eaemaciio;*9 quantities to be acquired; the
deployment schedule; the desized ac@.si&iQn scihed!uke$the assumed attrition
ratea; the constraints imposed upon,&w&kng requirements and schedules or upon
the maintenance and supply policiea$ iihe“!&G@mdek GO be used; the rules for
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applying the LCC model (including a delineation of the offeror’s autonomy
regarding model modification); the format, the timing, and the use of government

supplied background data; the formats tn be used for the LCC proposal; and the
ass&ptions and constraints pertaining to interfacing areas (e.g. reliability).

4.7.3 .1.5 Proposal evaluation. The evaluation of proposals can be based upnn
testing, sensitivity analyses, correlation analysea with previOus test results,
independent cost estimates. and plausibility and consistency checks. While it is–--– –r–.-.–... –- . .
not necessary to articulate the detaila of an evaluation proceaa, the cnneistency
among proposals can be enhanced if the offerors are made aware of the general

apprOach to be used in evaluating the proposala. Using LCC in the following
provisinna aa well as in the source selection will further motivate the contractor
to propose low LCC designs.

4.7.3.2 Incentives. Incentive proviaione motivate the selected bidder to
deliver a product with lover LCC. These proviainns are included to obtain a

~
commitment from the contractor to reduce LCC by either achieving or exceeding
the proposed cost goals. The commitment is derived through the contractual
imposition of economic influencea. There are two general categories of economic
LCC motivatora: incentive fee contracta and award fee contracts.

●

4.7.3 .2.1 Incentive fee. An incentive fee contract can be structured so that a
contractor experiences economic gain or loss based upon contractually imposed LCC
performance criteria. Procedurally, the Navy and the contractor negotiate the
economic targets and agree to the methnds to be used to evaluate the contractor’a
LCC performance. The resulting contract stipulates the LCC goals and delineates
a variable price adjustment formula. Subsequent to initiation, periodic estimates
of LCC are applied to the formula to determine the magnitude of the contractor’s
economic gain or 100s.

4.7.3 .2.2 Award fee. An award fee cnntract is an econnmic motivator which can
be used in acquisition efforts where the evaluation criteria for measurin8 LCC
performance cannot be explicitly stipulated in a contract. In this case, a fixed
amount of money is set aaide to reward the cOntract Or for Outatanding perfO~ance.
These funds should be substantial enough to stimulate LCC reduction initiatives
by the contractor. The decision to reward the contractor for such initiative,
as well as the amount to be paid, is made unilaterally by the Navy based upon a
subjective, though presumedly well structured and well documented, appraisal of
the contractor’ e performance. The award or non-award decision, like most award
fee provisions, is normally nonappealable. While the magnitude of the award and
the criteria for making it should be made known to the contractor ahead of time,
the leverage afforded the Navy to mntivate the contractor as to LCC performance
is significant and very real.

4.7.3 .2.3 Summary. There is no simple answer to how much fee is sufficient to
incentivize. Obviously each situation is unique. The key point is that the
acquisition manager should consider the use of contract incentives and seek
specialized assistance in determining the most effective type and level of
funding.

4.7.3.3 LCC guarantee. A LCC guarantee differs
contractor is contractually committed to meeting

from LCC motivators in that the
a specified LCC value. Although
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there is at present little experience With this type of contractual approach, it
is based on the contractor not being rewmded for ex%eecfing a certain threshold
but, instead, being responsible for Cakiri.g”Wlimfi$wifg“e~epa.are required to meet

●
the established LCC value. The comEEa@or a’eimmnetieompkce financial respons ibi-
lity for making any modification needed go eri~e @Iti&IJY.2commitments are met.
The contract is the forum through w~ch &he required WC values are stipulated.
Furthermore, the contract formalizes filme,xkefi~d the contractor’s liability if
the required LCC values are not achieved. ~$ W$vy i$ responsible for evaluating
the LCC performance and, if neceesazy$ for emfox.cuingMr@ correction of deficiency
clauaes. In thaory at least, LCC gu.m.mtees can be used with the incentive
features addressed earlier.

4.7.3.4 Cost control techniques aumnaar~. Regardleee of which LCC procurement
technique ia ultimately chosen, the measurement of cotmz.actor performance ia
basic to the successful implememCatiom of them all. Reliability and maintain-
ability demonstrations, cost audits, and logis:~ie.sstudies are all practical
measurement methods but, whenever ic can be a@o!mrmdated, the testing of the
actual product is one of the more accurate techniques. Generally, life cycle
costs are extrapolated for the entire accp$iait?i.o’neJ?fort based upon the perfor-
mance of cost controlling product parnmeteru evalaaced during sample testing.
Actual costs experienced during sample &ewEing are not used unless there is a
high correlation to the entire acquisition ef~ort. The factors which can signi-
ficantly influence the LCC derived in such a manner include: the method chosen
for sample selection, the state of product evolution, the volume and magnitude of
ECPS, the length and the extent of Le?Cing, the Cype of failures experienced, and
the method of testing and reporting @eleGted. lrreapecCive of the cost control
technique used, many factors should be considered in the implementation effort.
Whether the effort is being done by the contra~eoc, by the government, or by
both, it is imperative that all LCC terms be adequately defined. Also, the
contractor responsibilities as wel~ arIcbe govemunenc responsibilities relative
to the acquisit ion’s LCC should be formally epeGi.fied in the contractual documents.
The realities of a dynamic enviranmert~dicEaCe ChaC, where contractors are involved,
the contract should make allowarwee for inflation, delivery schedule changes, and
modification of production quanti’ciea or races. Finally, the contractual envi-
ronment should be flexible enough to accommodate che modifications in technical
requirements which either reduce the cotaT co#b or refipond to changes in the
operational need.

4.7.4 Contracting recormnendations. Prior paxagrapha have dealt with contractual
arrangements for controlling LCC. WheCher used eepacately or together, DTC, RIW,
and LCC procurement (i.e. nource selection criteria, incentive and award fee LCC
motivatora, and LCC guarantees) provide a graduated means of controlling the
contractor throughout the acquisition process. LCC criteria should be formally
incorporated into the contractual agreement ae early in the acquisition as
possible. This is consistent with previous- statement regarding the use of LCC
as .sdesign criteria. The commitment of boCh contractual parties to such a
requirement during the early design et.agesof am acquisition effort offers the
beat opportunity for both parties to reduce thtir respective financial risk.
The effective canununication of contraatu.$tlde.vkrea and cequirementa between the
contractual parties during the pre-awarii evokueions can avoid inefficiencies.
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●
If the Navy provides a complete explanation of it’cLCC &ontrnl provisions and the
potential contractors ensure that their respective organizations understand the
intent of these contractual requirements, it is possible to incentivize product
improvement without precipitating cost growth. While details relevant to the
control devices should be explicit, the contractor should be granted as much
design autonomy as pnssible. Contractual specifications should be results, not
means, oriented. A consideration shnuld exist for the government specificatinns
to be tailored whenever there is an opportunity for either contractual party to
be innovative in the interest of lowering the LCC.

‘o
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used to produce cost estimates for:ev’elma(iffig’:a!LE’ef’-hativeson a life cycle basis.
This is a type of analysis which, a.a@Y&&@ “’fm:’tlis]lDtiDEconomic Analysis Handbook”
serves as “a conceptual framework fbr sj%teicizi??fim~gyitrvestigating problems of
choice.” AS such, it is a proceee’which ia i%$lit%tly governed by the procedures
delineated in DoD Instruction 7041.3 entitled ‘%conomic Analysis and Program
Evaluation for Resource Management” (aQ implemented by S.ECNAVINST 7000.14 series).
SECNAVINST 7000.16 establishes Che Erauewcmk for applying economic analysis in
Navy programs and projects. LCC analysis should be ueed with other decision
making tools (e.g. cost-effectiveness aiialytii?,“benefit-cost analysis, systems
effeetiveness analysis, and decision-rink @ndlysiE), taking advantage of the
interrelationship of these analytical Ixclmiquea.

5.2 Methodology application. LCC estimating should begin as early in the
acquisition process as possible to fiacilitiacethe control of the entire acquisition
cost. Its successful implementation requires a wmm+itment from management to
ensure that LCC is included along with C’he$chedole, performance, and short term
costs as a major factor in any decision making p~ocess. This can only be achieved
if the cost targets for the acquisition efifcmtare established using LCC as a
primary planning parameter.

5.2.1 Planning. The use of LCC as a major decision variable means that the
cost targets be realistically organized and echeduled within a comprehensive plan
of action (see paragraph .4.5). A wide range o.ffunctional disciplines is needed
to develop a plan which ensures that cost targetd can be achieved. Consequent ly,
it is recommended that a team of individuals from various functional backgrounds
be used to develop an integrated LCC managemen~ plan which delineates the resource
requirements and the performance evakwacion Gri.tecia. To ensure that the plan ia
objective and addresses the specific acqubition effort in a comprehensive
fashion, it is recommended that the irtcegratedmanagement team include expertise
in the following disciplines: CQSE ee~imating and analysis, production processes,
logietic eupport, operations, manpower$ eyetem engineering, teet and evaluation,
reliability and maintainability, and ADP and modeling.

5.2.2 Implementation. After the objectives and requirements have been incor-
porated into a plan of action, implernenGation should Qccur in a timely and
effective manner. To this end, review, evalxraei,on,feedback, and management
control processes should be activated. As the acquisition effort progresses
through its various stages, an assessment OK the LCC estimates relative to the
planning targets can be made. When significant variances occur, resource
allocation is examined and, when required, corrective action ie undertaken.
Correct ive action can take the form of design changes, resource reallocation,
target revision, product nmdi Ligation, or O&S policy changes.

5.2.3 Incremental and negligible qqg.g~. Lifiecycle costing can nerve as an
analytical tool for evaluating itivesi3nen,G9ppQEeuniCie.9. Its use is often
initially limited to the evaluation of altecmi~ive designs, production methodo-
logies, and logistic support concepts. In this context, coats which are evaluated
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as being approximately equal for each alternative (i.e. nonincremental in nature)
can be considered irrelevant and can be omitted initially from the comparative
analyaes. Furthermore, negligible coats, or those coata for which the uncertainty
of the estimates exceeds the difference in cost among alternatives (particularly
those which are difficult to estimate or allocate) can be initially ignored. The
resulting estimates can be used to help select among investment alternatives.
Once a particular alternative is selected, its total cost can then be estimated;
that is, the common centB and coata initially excluded due to uncertainty are
added.

5.2.4 Summary. Thus, LCC estimating ia a tool for assessing the total resource
requirements. As such it can become a valuable input to the decision process for
allocating or reallocating resources to maximize utility. Given the constraints
every acquisition office experiences, it is ultimately management’ a ability to
judge the relative importance of LCC with other equally important considerations
that determine the development characteristics of the acquired equipment or
system. The value of life cycle costing aa a management technique, as well aa
the success of its implementation, is entirely dependent upon management’a
commitment to it.

5.3 The life cycle and relevant costs. It should be kept in mind that in
any LCC analysis, interest centers principally on future costs regardleaa of
whether or not they are under the acquisition manager’s control. Costs that have
been previously incurred or committed are often not relevant to acquisition
decisions. However, information on such sunk costs can be useful for comparison
or reference purposes. A basic rule to follow when deciding which costs are
relevant to the analysis at hand is to address those elements which may change
as a result of introducing the proposed product. Since DoD Direct ive 5000.1
requires that the magnitude and adequacy of acquisition reeources be addressed at
every milestone, the types of coats delineated in SECNAVINST 7000.14 should be

~
addressed to some extent throughout a program’s or project’s life. Accordingly,
the fOllOWinK DaraI?raDhB COKrelate each of these tvDes of costs to the Drod”ct’ s--- .
life cycle.

..
Although the types of costs cited are not intended to be inclusive,

the acquisition manager can use the following paragraphs to list the major coat
drivers (i.e. significant costs that can be influenced by planning and design
decisions) applicable to that acquisition. When coat elements are tracked
according to funding type or budget appropriation category as is couanonin many
LCC management efforta, the analyat should refer to the “DoD Budget Guidance
Manual” and DoD Instruction 7000.2 for aaaiatance. As an aside, it should be
noted that not all products have the same proportions in terms of the relative
dollar amounts for each phase of their life cycle. For example, for certain
products (like mines, torpedoes, missiles, and satellites), the coat for the OhS
phase of the life cycle may be far overshadowed by the investment cnst. For
other products (like aircraft, avionics, and shipboard systems) the reverse
relationship may be true. The point to be made is that the question of cost
relevancy is unique for each acquisition.

5.3.1 R&D costs. Al 1 of the expenses incurred during the concept exploration,
demonstration 6 validation, and full scale development phases
which result in the engineering drawings, specifications, and
necessary to enter the investment phase of the life cycle are

of the acquisition
other documents
classified as R&D
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I coats. Research (6.1 appropriation) @aR@N ~.e IMMW@ky. qmmmitted prior to
acquisition initiation are considered ~unk QQ@&e and .ture,,notrelevant coets for ●
life cycle coating purposes. Releveng CQ41GS@~. f$~@t?A4$@WZ7000.14 and DoD

Instruct ion 5000.33 include expenditure~ m.ecleby. gli$:gcwemment or the contractor
for:

a. costE of WBS elements of sysceu!~equi.pmencreyatemjproject management,
test and evaluation, trai~ing, peculiar $uppoct equipment, data,
Operational/site activation, and industrial facilities (eystemfproject
management should be included as a subset OE. the element system/equipment)

b. other costs as applicable (e.g. specialized equipment, instrumentation,
and teat facilities required CO supporti the R&D contractor or govern-
ment installation)

While the above list may not be complete, it,i$ meant to illustrate the types of
constituents of R&D cost from a LGC acanclpoinc.!

5.3.2 Investment costs. Investment C08GR ame eswally incurred during the
production & deployment phase. While ucm!e%m?ewcnies expenditures can occur
during the latter part of the full ocale ,d~v.alQpir@IE@fi,?@eas well ae d’-+ng the
early part of the O&S phase, the imver%menc pha#e is noKg411y synonymous with
product ion & deployment. Dollare benetiea gor offselx to the investment cost
such as residual value and SMS benefits s.houJdnot be included with investment
Costa, since this would distort the LCC analyai,e. Thig type of benefit should be
considered separately. Residual value q~ ,generd purpose real property should be
determined in accordance with OMB Circular A-L04. Other costs, per SECNAVINST
7000 .1.4and DoD Instruction 5000.33, are: ●

a. costs of WBS elements of 8ystem/equipmenC$ ayeCem/project management,
test and evaluation, training, peculf.ar.sup~orc equipment, data,
operational/site activation, initial epaAeE and repair parts, conmon
support equipment, and induscri@, fa~ilieie$ (syneenI/project management
should be included as a subset of the element system/equipment)

b. other caste as applicable (e.g.,e~gineer~ng changes, warranties, first
destination transportation, and LRtroduGing uniq,ue repairable into the
federal supply inventory)

Costa incurred or committed at the time of the analysis are sunk costs and should
not be included when alternatives are compared. However, che imputed value of
existing assets to be employed fox the acquisition are considered investment
c08te. This means that if theme on hand aeoets are in u$e or have an alternative
planned use in connection with some ocbec acquisition Qr operational syateu!or
equipment, or are intended for sale, or if Eheir me would result in a cash
outlay for sane other acquisition which would otherwise not occur, they should be
included at their fair merket value (as measured by market price, replacement,
scrap, resale value, or alternative use) .

5.3.3 o&s c0tlt8. O&S Ccmts,Can be the kaZgeQt CQmPOL191& of LCC . All such costs
are normally Incurred during the O&S p’!waseof ‘Mw ~ffe cycle and consist of
personnel, material, and overhead coats used in operating a 8y6tem or equipment ●
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or in providing the services required to support it. O&S costs per SECNAVINST
7000.14 and CAIG O&S cost guidance (e.g. AD A085R5ft) include expenditures
such as:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

personnel Costa (including officer, enlisted, civilian, and temporary
additional duty pay)

O&S consumables (including energy consumption, material, and training
expendable stores)

direct depot maintenance (including overhaul and repair of common and
peculiar equipments and components)

sustaining investment (including common and peculiar replenishment
spares and equipment, modification, and software upkeep, and Codifica-
tions for reliability, maintainability, and safety)

other direct coats not included above (e.g. eyatem and inventory manage-
ment, depot technical support, second destination transportation,
calibration, supply system management, yearly federal stock number
maintenance for unique repairable, etc.)

indirect O&S coste (including the C08CS of other relevant services,
support personnel, and non-investment items that are required during the
life of the system or equipment but are not directly relatable to a
particular product such aa base support, medical, real property upkeep,
recruiting, initial training, and upgrade training in support of the
weapon system or equipment. Unle.se these coat elements are relevant to
or could be affected by the acquisition decision process, they may be
included via standard planning factora or billet cost models)

Although product specific estimates of O&S costs are required by OMS Circular
A-109 aa a part of the life cycle coating process, euch estimates at early
milestones are at best ❑ ere orders of magnitude rather than accurate eetimatee.
Early 06S estimates ❑ade in either the concept exploration or the demonstration
& validation phases are highly sensitive to such assumptions as the number and
delivery sequence of units which will became operational and the operational
scenario planned for these units. Operational policies affect maintenance
polices, both of which are manpower dependent. While recent initiatives have

❑ade ❑anpower considerations a part of the design tradeoff decisione occurring
during the early phases of the acquisition, long term manpower policies which can
significantly affect O&S cost are often established independently of the acquisition
proce.sa. Therefore, an aasesament of the most reasonable and realistic manpower
estimates should be carefully made. Manpower estimates usually vary significantly
during the early phases of the acquisition, and care should be taken to ensure
that the latest asseaament is used. Long term considerations not only of manpower
policies but also of fuel cost (which can be a driving cost in O&S), operational
scenarios, etc. tend to change with time. Sensitivity analyses are often used to
aaaees the effect of these long term factors. Even after relative design
stability has been attained (i.e. milestone 11 and production go-ahead) and O&S
coat eatimatea seem to have achieved a relatively higher degree of confidence,
sensitivity to such external factore should be addresaed. Furthermore, there are
two basic conaiderationg for dealing with persomel costs. The first is whether
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to use manhours or manning levels. ~~ .ge=o~~is whether to use billet costs or

pay and allowance. The choice depenilgUpQII &? LOC adjectives and requirements. ●
For example, CAIG recommends basing per$otinel QOS@S on manning levels and skill
categories rather than on the hourly GOSL, beaause cedueing manhours doeen’ t
necessarily decrease cost even though Che reduc12ionmay have other benefits (e.g.
increased readineaa) . On the other ha# n? ‘es are done on a manhour
basis (e.g. LOBA) and much of the avai w reported in terms of
manhoura (e.g. maintenance manhotixs anclconixnmtor Iaoor rates). Pereonnel coats
should be treated aa a step function, mid changee in coat only come about through
increasing or decreasing the number of people or will LeveLs. Benefits from
manhour savings should be handled separately. “Labor rates can be calculated on
the basis of pay and allowance or billet costs. Billet costs are higher than
personnel pay and allowance ratea became a bilY.et coat includes indirect coats
(e.g. recruitment costs and retirement b.eni?i?ita).For most analysis the billet
cost ia the best choice, because normaLLy the indirect costs do not change from
alternative to alternative. Hoeevem, a decaiLed analysis may necessitate the
uae of pay and allowance. This implies thIC ‘~e ‘ceLevant indirect costs are
considered elsewhere in the ana”lyaia. Since billeE c.mt lumps different appro-

1 priations together, funding visibility would reqwkre a break-out of the billet
cost into pay and allowance plus the various itidirecc costs.

5.3.4 Disposal costs. At the end of Che life ,cycke the syetem or equipment is
phased out of the inventory. It may be sold or dee,Croyed or used to eupport some
other function (e.g. Navy Re8erve) . Analysce usually assume that any disposal
cost is offset by salvage nr resale value. This i@ a reasonable assumption in
many cases, but some products require a more detailed analysis. For example,
such items as nuclear products and tianRerous chemicala could incur a large
disposal coat, ●and others such as aircraft could be expected to have a resale
value.

5. 3.5 Excluded costs. Costs should nac be excluded from the analysis on the
basis of funding source or management eontxol. Thq Office of the Secretary of
Defense (OSD) has identified certain coeta whiGh mey be excluded from the cost
element etructure. These can be de$eg$bed @ner&Lly .s8 fixed coats. Relating
principally to the O&S phase, these fixed Goetx include the pay, allowances, and
operating funds associated with the ceo,czak (host) command functions. Excluded
cnsts tend to be invariant with the Rize and mix of the deployed forces. For
example, such non-Navy coata aa ftimiiy”houa&z@ and “Navy veterans benefits are
normally excluded. Sunk coats pertaining, to ~he syecem or equipment may not be
relevant to acquisition decisions. ExeLuded’ coats ahowld be examined by the
analyst on a case by case basia. Pot example, an dtimecer in an aircraft does
not incur operator coats whereaa a a.ow.$rsy$cem aboard a submarine normally does.
Displaying zero value coat elements irkthe coat eLement structure is a useful way
to identify costs judged as negligible “butpextinenc enough to have ‘been evaluated
by the analyst. OSD has prepared a mare ChorQugh consideration of which costs to
include and which coat to exclude in svrihguidance material as the “Aircraft
Operating and Support Cost Development Guide” (AD A085854).

30

5.4 Cost element structure. This handbook re.mgnizea that differences among
prngrama and projects (shipboard ele~romiksz avionics, missiles, mines, etc.)
and anmng functions within acquisition offices ~budgecing, milestone reviews,
source selections, logistics tradeoffs, and design tradeoffs) call for
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flexibility in developing tbe cost element structure.
differences. it is difficult to produce a single cost

Considering these
structure for all LCC

applications. For example, if the LCC plan c~lled for LCC information to support

the PPBS, the cost elements may be structured to budgeting and accounting
criteria. If the design function were to be served, a structure composed of coet
elements related to product characteristics such as weight or reliability would
be neceaaary co investigate the coat impact of alternative designs. Moreover,
there may be a requirement such as a CAIG review. In such cases, reference to

appropriate directives, inatr”ction~, and organizational guidance establishes the
rules for the coat element structure. The general framework of the cost element
structure should not change. Rather, within the framework, the cost element
structure should be expanded to levels of detail to meet the requirements of the
various LCC applications as the acquisition advances through its phases. I%U8,
consistency can be maintained while allowing visibility and flexibility for
the various LCC applications. To sum up, a coat element structure may be imposed
as a requirement, or it may be developed by the analyst for a specific purpose.
The recommended general framework of the coet eIement structure would have
acquisition costs consistent with MIL-STD-881 , and O&S costs according to CAIG
guidance. OSD is preparing guidance embodied in the form of a generic cost
structure which may be issued as a DoD cost development guide. Until this is
available, MIL-STD-S81, DoD Directive 5000.4, NAVMAT P5241, and AD A08585A (OSD
Aircraft O&S Cost Development Guide) may be used in developing cost element
etructurea. Figure 4 illustrates a sample cost element structure, tabulating
costs by cognizant office and funding type. (Note that computer round off
procedures cause the individual values to be independent of their totals.)

●
5.5. Temporal dimension of cost. It is widely recognized that costs occur in a
particular pattern over the life cycle. For some purposes, the shape of the
pattern is unimportant -- only its subtotals and total matter. For other pur-
poses, i.e. discounting and coat escalation, the shape is crucial. At come point
in the acquisition process, it will generally be necessary (ace DoD Instruction
5000.2) to construct a time-phasing of estimated costs. (Detailed discussions of
price escalation and de-escalation can be found in SECNAVINST 7000.14 as well as
i“ the ,*Economic Analyeie Handbook” NAVFAC P-442. ).

5.5.1 Discountin~. In economic analyses, the timing of cash flows and the time
value of mnney can significantly influence the evaluation and selection process

applicable to mutually exclusive investment decisions. Discounting is an
analytic device which recognizes the significance of these factors in determining
the present value of future cash flows.

5.5.1.1 Discount rate. Integral to the discounting process is the selection of a
discount rate which implicitly reflects the influence of opportunity cost upon
the value of fiscal resources. Opportunity coet is the fundamental component of
any discount rate. It reflects the alternative benefit which can be derived
from an investment opportunity other than the one being considered. The discount
rate used within DoD is mandated by the OMB Circular A-94 and DoD Instruction
7041.3 “Economic Analyais Program Evaluation for Resource Management. ” This
mandated rate excludes risk factora and links the government’ a discount rate

tO private sector rates of return. Although DoD Instruction 7041.3 mandates the
use of a 10% midyear diecount rate, it also gives the analyst the option to use

●
other discount rates. Presuming that the funds would not be diverted from the
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FIGURE 4. S~mple LOC rwmagernent report to

illgstrata a cost element structure
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FIGURE 4. Sample LCC management report to Illuswale

a cdat element structure-Continued
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private sector unless the acquisition being considered was at least as productive
as the average private sector alternatives, the OMB Circular A-94 discount rate
represents an estimate of the average private sector rate of return before taxes
and after inflation.

5.5.1.2 summary. DiBcOunting in theory can serve as an effective device for
determining the cash flow scenario which achieves the lowest LCC. Once the
oDtimum timinE of fiscal resource requirements has been determined, the undis-.
counted value of these requirements can be used as one of a number of inputs to
budget estimating evolutions. The reader should be aware of the controversial

nature of the subject of discounting and that historically within DoD there has
been no unanimously agreed-to constituents of the discount rate, nor the rate to
be used under a given set of circumstances. One significant reaaon for this is
that within DoD much of the emphasis in cost analysis has been the determination
of estimated fiscal requirements for alternatives, given a specific time-phasing
of events. This time-phasing has included use of DoD approved inflation and
expenditure ratea, but not a discount rate as such. Another factor is that its

use may tend to distort the procurement decisions in favor of deferral instead of
the, admittedly eub.jective, criteria for replacement now and improvement later.
In those cases where the discount rate may make a difference in the ranking of
alternatives, the question of the appropriate discount rate should be faced and
specialized assistance should be sought by the acquisition manager from the
financial community. In general, it is only reasonable to discount where alter-
natives have differing expenditure patterns. To get around using an ahaolute
diecount rate, the analyst should determine which rate would change the ranking
of alternatives. Then. the armroDriate discount rate is left tO the decisiOn

●
✌✎✎

maker.

5.5.2 An illustration. The following serves as a simplified example of the

acquisition evaluation process described above including, in an elementary way,
the effect of discounting. Three types of investment opportunities exist
within this imaginary program: modify system A, develop new eystem B, or buy

existing syetem C. These are mutually exclusive investment alternatives. The
operational requirement, which could be supported by any one of the three alter-
natives, is anticipated to be valid for the next thirty years, the time period of
the analyeie. The following scenario applies:

a.

b.

c.

Existing weapon system A will be retired in 10 years unless modified to
extend its useful life. The current system coats $50 million per year
to operate and s-kport. Modification of the system will extend its

useful life by 20 years at a cost of $500 million. Modification costs

will be evenly distributed over the next two years and will not change
the annual O&S cost.

An alternative to modifying system A is the development and fielding of
replacement syetem B. Development and production coets will a~unt tO
$BOO million and will be evenly distributed over an 8 year period
beginning in two years. BeRinning in the eleventh year, 06S coete will
be $20 million per year. At the end of system B’s 20 year life, it will
have a disposal cost of $40 million.

Another alternative involves replacing system A with system C. Syetem C

will be purchaaed off-the-shelf at an expenditure rate of $300 million
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per year for three year8 8t&rtiL!&.e.kgh~Ye*Fe f~~ nOw. Once again,
O&S costs will be $20 million par year s:?am’timgin the eleventh year. At
the end of system C’s 20 year Lifie,iG will have a disposal cost of $6o

million.

5.5.2.1 The analysis. On the sole bawiis o~ Eke widiacaunked acquisition cost of

each alternative, the modification of sys~em A appears to be the leaet costly
alternative. The modification effect .requirefJ an expenditure of $500 milliOn
compared to the acquisition price bf $800 miklion and $90(? million respectively.
When the acquisition cost, the O&S Gosc@j and ?21ttif$e@3%a? cost of each alterna-
tive are considered in a LCC contexC, syseem B ~peems GO “be the least costly
alternative. On an undiscounted basis, sytr&emB ~avQlveg a cash outflow of $1740

million while systems A and C experience caishflows of $2000 million and $1860
million respectively. So far, the cimin~ mf cakihflows and the time value of
money has not been considered. As W*R timcwssed ti pagag~aph 5.5.1.1 the concept
of discounting in, at best, controvecsi.al ad ~Ca WB5 #hould be carefully aeseseed.
However, aa an elementary way to dewnatr?xce ona po$~$bhe effect of its use, it
is being included in the example. (A midyear diu~outi eaCe of 10% will be used
in the following analysis to illustrate tie aigni:~icance of this factor.) To aid

in this analysis, the example hae been pre&wt?e.4to depict how expenditures,

applicable to each alternative, are Eeiiue~Ged,.Zhe fol”J.Owingexample illustrates
how the timing of theee expenditures dfiea~ Che tie~present values of the three
alternatives and the investment decision proceea. Dollars are expressed in
millions. (Constant dol lare have been weed in the example for simplicity and to
aid in comparisons. )

1. Modify ayatem A:

Net present value of $250 m
expended each year in yews J and 2
on nwdification work . . . . . , . . . . .W55.2m

Net present value of $5~ m
expended in years I MkE@h 3~
for current and modified ayseem
operation and support. . . . . . . . . . .$49~.6m

Total net present value. . . . . . . . . . .$949.8m

2. Develop system B:

Net preeent value of $100m
expended each year in years 3 though
10 to develop and produce handmre . . . .$462.6m

Net present value of $50m
expended in years 1 chroaglt10 &or
current ayatem operatiQm and ~port . . .$322.4m

Net present value of .$2CJin
expended in yeare 11 tkough 30 fox
new system operation and support . . . . . $68 .9m
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Net present value of $40m
disposal cost in year 30 . . . . . . . . . .$2.4n

Total new present value $856.3m

3. Procure eyatem C:

Net present value of $300m
expended each year in years 8, 9, and 10
to procure hardware . . . . . . . . . . . $kO1.lm

Net present value of $50m
expended in years 1 through 10 for
current system operation and support. . . $+322.4m

Net present value of $20m
expended in years 11 through 30 for
new system operation and support. . . . . .$68.9uI

Net present value of $60m
disposal cost in year 30 . . . . . . . . . .$3.6m

Total net present value . . . . ~ . . . . . $796.6m

5,5.2.2 Summary analysis. Without discounting to represent the significance of
the time value of money and the at encing of cash flows, the least costly
alternative (i.e. system B at $1740M) would be selected. The asterisked figures

in the following matrix illustrate how the selection of the least costly alterna-
tive would have varied according to the three analytic techniques described
above.

CONSTANT YEAR @NSTANT YEAR
DOLLARS DOLLARS

Acquisition,
Acquisition Operating/Support
Cost only & Disposal Cost

SYSTEM A ‘$500m* $20001U
sYSTEM B $800m **$.~74~**

SYSTEM C $900m $1860M

DIsCOUNTED
DOLLARS

Acquisition,
Operating/Support
6 Disposal Cost

.$9h9.8m
$856.3m

*$796 .6m**

5.5.3 Constant versus then-year dollars. Cost estimates made in a given year,
i.e. those which have not been adjusted to reflect inflatiOn, are called cOnstant
dollar estimates. However, while constant dollar estimates are unaffected by
future price level changea, they include the effect of price level changes up to
the base year whenever costs prior to the base year are included. Constant

dollars are treated as equivalent in purchasing power regardless of the timing of
.g”chexpenditures. The use of constant dollars as an economic technique for

evaluating investment alternatives is logical and procedurally simple. Therefore,

as a first step, the comparison of alternatives should be made ignoring general
price level changes caused by monetary phenomena like changing values of money.

In the final analysis, however, financial plans should be expressed in dollars
which reflect the expectations about future price levels. Dollars which account
for the influence of monetary phenomena, such as inflation, are referred to aB
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then-year dollars. (For more informa?~ion on constant and then-year dollars aee
SECNAVINST 7000.14.) ●
5.5.6 Surmnary. Regardless of the Chewty and egwroversy surrounding time value
of money analy~is, most acquiaieiom t%sv%eware~ze QOSC8 displayed in one or
more of four types of dollars an& liheLOO a.na%~t!aliauldhave the capability and
understanding to escalate end de.=eRcahI&e cga?is.in ‘t?heaeterms:

a. constant dollars of the b.amey.ea~- e.gmp~aons may be made of the
original estimate in base year do~$t!ms%@th tiie current estimate in
base year dollars (e.g. MR. @ T@@.. ‘@&” e~ample, DTC contractual
goals are establisheilduring @’a R&D ph&Se OE the life cycle for a given
“nit i“ production, in a giveal:Q.0tks@5@iyear dO~lar. Actuals, adjusted
to the constant year dollar$, are tracked to determine if the goal is
reached.

b. constant dollars of the current fi8ml year - normally, LCC analyses are
prepared in constant I?&c.sl~im J$MW!S nnd continually updated to
reflect the best available ini%xmitiork. The zeaulting c08t8 are
described as being in conalxn~ d.a%l.azwof the current fiscal year.
This type of dollar is u.ed,mfor example, in CAIG reviews.

c. discounted constant dollars - wkF@&z& nay be said about discounting,
the analyst may find it neee#8azy to present result# in discounted dollars.
Normally, discounting is done cm constanc dollars, but it is conceivable
that investigations of tbe e&Eece of diteeounting on then-year dollare may
be requested of the analya~a because. dififetent categories of costs (see
below then-year dollar~) eaealaee E@ dMfe@ertc rates. ●

d. then-year (inflaced) dollars - for MC ED f$tspportin-house funding
projections, POM submissions, tie f~treyear defense program (FYDP), and
the extended planning annex it may beeornenecessary for the analyst to
use the OSD inflation cables and che ,mqui.aikion’a expenditure pattern
to project then-year GOSES,. @3x &&is ‘CObe practical the cost element
structure should be abl,eco provide & Crass-walk to budget appropria-
tions, i.e. research, devekqim&~r (xMc and evaluation (BDT&EN),
military conatr”ction (MCON]$ proc.ttremenk,operation and maintenance

(OWN), and military pezea- (M@ aa well am fuel coet and civilian
pay . Tradeoffa in terms C@ m~-yeae dokiare are also possible. For
example, the analyst may itweekiga~e the effect on budget planning of
compressed or expanded produc&w schedules.

Ordinarily, an ongoing LCC manageme~ e~fort is based upon current senario,
design, and logistics information wf&iIIdi.re!%tlyp!?cwides costs in terms of
constant dollars of the current fie’ealyear. !LT’@ffeoosta can be escalated
as necessary using indices provided “by Me W) Lkur@rriller or de-escalated
by using the actual prior year iwflnrkionraeas”.

5.6 Nse of LCC models. Coat models are one of cbe principal devices for
estimating LCC. Cost mode la are a%ep+y-s.E@ pmoeedares for calculating coat
estimatea. They are automate& OE E&W@ titi?atGoi es:ti~ating the LCC of syeteum
or equipment. They are either g.ene~@ pwpr@.e, ON acc@sition specific analytical
mechanisms for estimating coacd L?a@e~’I@om $@x!tcsrih$oh are either probabilistic
or deterministic in nature. Reg4r~aki bf ~tir composition, it is important ●
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that potential users of theee mndels understand not only the nature And charac-
teristics of such models but also their intended use. Models should be viewed as
useful tools rather than constraints within which management actions take
place.

5.6.1 Types of models. There are a number of different cost models which can
contribute to the estimation of LCC. They address, in varying degrees of
complexity, some aspecte of LCC. To provide a better understanding of the
variety of coat estimating models which are available, tbe following is a partial
list of general coat models:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

economic analysis model - considere the time value of money, specific
acquisition schedule, and tradeoff analyses between cost and the timing
of investment.

accounting model - aggregates the individual costs, including personnel
and material costs, into the total system or equipment LCC.

coet factors - determines factors for key parameters based upon
the coat experience of analogous ayatems, aubsyatems, or equipment and

uses these factors to estimate cost elements.

cost estimating relationship (CER) model - statistically derives
equatione relating coat to a product’s design, performance, operating,
and logistics characteristics.

logistic support cost simulation model - determines impact of opera-

tional maintenance, provisioning, and resource allocation options on
support cost via computer aimilation.

LOBA model - determines the optimum maintenance process for a specific
product based upon maintenance plan options.

reliability improvement cost model - specifies the mathematical relation-
ship between cost and product reliability tradeoffs.

inventory management model - determines the optimum provisioning levels
for a epecific ayatem or equipment baaed upon cost and operational
readineaa constraints.

maintenance pereonnel planning model - evaluates the effect on coat of
varioua maintenance personnel options or the effect on maintenance
personnel requirements of product design alternative.

warranty model - evaluates the coat comparability of organic maintenance
concepts veraue contractor warranty maintenance OptiOn.9.

Although cost models in general are excellent tools for evaluating a variety
of acquisition related decision issues, including subsets of the Lcc itself, a~e
models which involve the total LCC can be cnmplex and difficult to effectively
update or tailor. The analysis of specific sub-level issues requires models
which are narrower in scope and easier to use. As a result, it ia recommended

that the acquisition office not use general purpose total LCC mndels which are
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oriented to a wide range of acquisiciort &eleGed decision’ issues and equipments or
which require extensive, nonroutine i.np!&data withouiz first understanding the ●
model’s limitations and second cmside~g ckQ.pQfJai&&icy of tailoring or
❑edifying specific aspects of Che IEQd~~. EG ~“:~@#, however, that the
cost of developing special purpose models generiX%S.9rWciPicates the adaptation
of existing general purpose models Sac t99.ein a new,aQqui9i.tiOn. This being the

case, acquisition personnel, par~icu’kmly @ p&c@@c..&=@hnical specialists aS
well as the cost analysts, should became ei%t~y !$Av?b:kwedkm che modification,
development, and use of cost modele. llwiough Ma in~eracbion che acquisit iOn
office can ensure that LCC models incorparaee g?tedesign.and performance charac-
teristics which facilitate the analy@&8 ~~ gxpeg~e~ deo$aion issues.

5.6.2 Model characteristics. For a I@2 model tQ be useful in analyzing specific

decision issues, certain characteriatica diould be incQL_pOrated, to some extent,
in the model design. The following list LB pxov~ded foz uae by the analyst in
developing or evaluating LCC models.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

8.

h.

i.

j.

The model should be uaefitl CO &he @.qui4&f.LMImanagement process as well
as to the review proceaa. T&e SFpkica&iQR Qg Che model to day-to-day
decision making is an impcn%wm eotrsidwv@AB& 0on8equently, the ~del
should be responsive to mtinag,eaienEQortcrd faceora, design changes, and
varied operational scenarios (e.g. “~eiiabilicyj maintainability,
manpower, operating tempo, funding G$p”err,funding claimants, and sponsors).

All significant cost drivers which are relevant to the issue under con-
sideration should be incorporated int~ the’nvdel as clearly as possible.

The development, alteration, t@@@ggl .M operatiOn of a ~del shOuld ●
be as inexpensive aa poaaible, Doti.uaenMWion should be readily available
and clearly written and under$~andable, fQE each model.

The model should be easy to opera:ke by &ther designers or acquisition
office personnel, i.e. it shoakl be user oriented and not require
programmer support.

The model should be senaieive to design paea~eters or acquisition
characteristics which affecc Etk?COSE of itrwwcment alternatives.

Valid, relevant input data abouid be readily available.

The model should be flexible, capable DE aeovowmdating the growing
complexity of an acqui$i~ion,, a@ i.izahQuM allow for the adjuatment of
inflation, discounting, and I.earging @arve fac~ora.

The model should be separated &ICO b’t~eract.ivem.adules for easier
modification.

Inputs and outputs should be expre~aed in cerma which are familiar to
uaera and which can be verified GO ensure aredibi”lity.

Outputs should be reliable, i.e. results should be repeatable.

Regardless of its ultimate design, the mwdel aliodd be capable of assisting
the analyst in the following manner, N a I&&Y3LK
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k. compare and evaluate alternative investment options or strategies

1. identify areaa and degrees of uncertainty

m. conduct sensitivity analysis

n. analyze and track the acquisition effort on a total life cycle basis

NAVMAT haa published the “Userta Guide for Naval Material Cormnand’s Life Cycle

Cost (FLEX) Model” (ALIA115622) and computer tape (AN A115621) to satiafy
the above criteria. This LCC methodology was developed (through eight years of
feedback from users in government and industry) to provide a general purpose
computerized methodology which can be easily tailored by the user to a particular
application. The HARDMAN LCC modeling effort (OP 112C), on the other hand, is
preparing special purpose LCC models for specific applications (e.g. a LCC
computer model for shipboard digital electronics has been published and one for
avionics is being prepared). ELEX 82B has developed a LCC computer model for
NAVELEX applications. In addition, there are proprietary LCC computer models
available commercially as well as models developed by other services and agenciea.

5.6.3 Validity of LCC estinmten. In the context of this handbook, the validity
of the estimate means to minimize the application of a bias. The use of LCC
mode Ia can obviously precipitate erroneous decisions if care is not taken to
properly interpret and evaluate the LCC related input data, the methodology, and
the resultg. From a LCC standpoint, the potential for biased estimating can be
significantly reduced by:

I
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

specifying the LCC model against which the potential contractor’s data
will be applied

specifying uniform data requirements for all

recognizing the limitations of the LCC model

understanding the accuracy of data banee and

potential contractors

data inputs

understanding how acquisition resource constraints affect model ueeage
and data validity

imposing LCC discipline upon the acquisition office and its contractor
as early in the concept exploration phase aB poaaible

s.7 cost estimating techniques and applicability. paragraph 5.3 Outlined the
range of costs which may be incurred within each phase of tbe life cycle.
Differences in the composition of such costs and the availability of the cost
data (see paragraph 5.9) necessitates the use of a variety of cost estimating
techniques throughout tbe acquisition procees. There are three general techniques
for estimating Costa: analogy, parametric, and the engineering estimate, plus an
extension of these techniques -- the projection of actuale. Each of these methods
contain varying degrees of applicability to each of the life cycle phases.
Ideally, the different techniques can be used independently or interactively in
all life cycle phases. While the methods do complement one another as the equip-

ment matures and as the system evolves, the degree of product refinement (be it

.4+1
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for an entire system or merely e compmemt of one) determines the applicability
of technique. In general, analogy and p.azamI?Ericare most useful during the
early stages of a product’ s life, B.ar%f.tig*S aw order-of-magnitude estimate of ●
the potential coats. As the desigm @&Ib&kti!w and awre information becomes
available, parametric cost e$timattig “beeomea a wre Useful technique. Later,
when the detailed product design has 0.@3arEed and speeific tasking require-
ments can be levied, engineering ee@mM33a ad &e projection of actuals may
become a more appropriate device EOI?ereiiuagia~ met. Regardless of the techni-
ques selected to estimate LCC, the r.eau~cew%l% “be mare reliable if the acquisi-
tion office develops a cost element szrucEure i?mf&he acquisition effort as
discussed in paragraph 5.4. ObYiQWAy, ii$~d,g~ee UE detail achievable for a
cost breakdown is dependent upon ~he ~rcamif”~~ qtxNlicy of the information
available to the acquisition ofi?ice. Cbrrmeq-lya the complexity and detail
the cost element structure varies w$eh ~ke,., h eatabliehing a cost element
structure the degree of detail app%ictfble.to it and the costing criteria
associated with it should be conais~erttly applied to all alternatives being
considered.

of

5.7.1 Analogy. This technique relatea eke coat of a current acquisition or
alternative acquisition under cOnsiderw&iam fm ?Aac ,0$similar previous acquisi-
tions. The method may be applied ei~ez co an entire acquisition or to its
components. Its use depends upon tihe:fe@sibi,tiCyor viability of correlating
the configuration or functional chazu@er&ecic& b.e~ween the previous efforts and
the presently considered efforts. B=a$.edupcm a comparative analysis of an
acquisition (or its components), the 8c&Ual hi.acorical coate of previous acquisi-
tion are adjusted to compensate for irrfh&ion and di&ferences in technology,
geography, configuration, apecificatiorm~ Operational environment, quantities,
and schedule. The accuracy of these caLcuXeeionu &ependa upon an abi1ity to ●perceive the acquisition differences and to pmpex?ky allocate the acquisition
costs. Since a comparative analy$is cam iatvoivecomponents from totally unrelated
systerrm, subsystema are often further $trbdivid~d h facilitate use of the analogy
method. The system being acquired ia aubilivided in a manner which corresponds
with the subsystem or component struccure of previously acquired products.
Differences between the products am analyaed and an estimate is made of the
effect these differences will have OR ?&amriml cast data. Estimates by
analogy are eaay to relate to and are. &lterefore, eaay to understand. While such
cost eetimates are applicable EO alk ~ife cycle phases, the following paragraphs
discuse, in general term8, the uee of analogy co calculete the relevant costs
encountered within each phase of the life cycle;

5.7.1.1 R&D cost. Analogy ia the ea#ieat teakmique for estimating R&D costs
when little product specific inform&&iQn or prepmagory work is available. When
historical cost data for similar syaoems or compdnene$ can be obtained and
factored to account for the differemeee in &ecl#no&ogy or approach, analogous
co8ting can be used. Care must be exereiged eo en@&re that the effect of techno-
logical or state-of-the-art advances &e adequately aceg”nted for. However,
since it involves subjective judgement, i~ ia noc as preferred as parametric
estimating.

5.7.1.2 Investment cost. For the prQd,ucc&on & depkyment phase costs, esti-
mates by analogy are preferred when tiikeinves.zmenc coata for a similar product
constitute the moat reliable cost basti .meikb%e. h that event, the differ-

0
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ences between the coat elements of previous production efforts and the current
effort should be analyzed and, where applicable, adjusted.

5.7.1.3 06s Col?t. Since O&S costs can be the largest portion of product related
Costa, the analogy technique provides an excellent device for estimating the
recurring costs whenever specific product related OhS caste are not known.
Although the estimation of O&S cost is an uncertain process, the uncertainty can
be reduced by comparing the proposed deployment patterns, maintenance procedures,
provisioning plans, training requirements, and support equipment requirements
with those of fielded products. The efficacy this technique improves when
similar facilities and manpower resources are required to operate and support the
analogous products. Although scaling ❑ight be required, aggregated cost data
relevant to the O&S phase of similar products is available. It is generally leas
subjective in nature than other types of historical cost. However, perhaps the
moat significant present day factor is aesesaing the effect of changes in the
technological sophistication of products, This can significantly affect the
maintenance support (e.g. micro-circuit maintenance capability) and should be
carefully factored into the support equipment, training, and personnel coat
estimates.

5.7.2 Parametric. This method of estimating is based upon a relationship
between some variable characteristic and the cost of a product. These explan-
atory variables can relate physical attributes (e.g. weight, volume, and dimen-

sion), or performance characteristics (e.g. speed, power, thrust, range, and
MTBF) to coat; they can even relate other coat elements to cost. While such a
CER can he expressed non-mathematically, they are generally expressed in linear
or non-linear mathematical form. Wherever possible, mathematical equatione
should be used to facilitate coet estimation. Simple examples of CERS involve
such ratios as dollars per pound, dollars per ton, dollars per square foot,
dollars per unit of volume, dollars per mile of range, or dollars per ❑aintenance
action. It offers the acquisition manager a valuable method for cost estimating.
Since limited acquisition specific information is available in the early stagea
of a new product’s life cycle, the parametric technique is of great value.
Parametric estimating should be based upon historical data. Caution should be
exercised to make sure the historical data is applicable to the product being
analyzed. An excellent source of historical data on production coats is the
CCDR . DoD Instruction 7000.11 established a requirement for such coat data
reporting on certain contracte. (This ie a primary data eource for independent
cost estimates by CAIG. ) For technically unique items, much of the existing
historical data base may be inappropriate, making parametric costing impractical.
Once aware of the advantages and disadvantages associated with parametric cost
estimating, the analyst can employ the technique not only during the concept
exploration and dccnonstration & validation phases of the acquisition, but during
all phases. The use of parametric coating for computing the relevant costs for
each phase of the life cycle follows:

5.7.2.1 R&D COBt. Parametric costing is the most efficient way of calculating

this type of cost. RAD costs should be eetimated based on historical data as a
function of the physical attributes or performance characteristics. This may be
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difficult when dealing with small historical cL?&?lt!mnp~~s. If R&D costs become

a function of unique design processed,,mttiqueky Gaikred Gest events, and the
like, they generally are not amentibl.eho p@@m~fxic c30BEifIg. Although CERS may ●
be useful for evaluating the sensi.~ivi~”Of .3t@&.%!3dQS$@ tihangee (e.g. frequencY,
operational requirements, range, etx.)~ !%@ eo&& @? ~e@b@@j and updating such
CERS may be high when compared wick W@ i,rte~x vmltie of the resulting
information. The use of CER@ reLaCing .vAli&es 6wck @a physical characteristics
or performance factors to R&D cot!eia ~ri4t@ky tTe6nwh@e t,hesample size is
sufficiently large.

5.7.2.2 ~nve~~ment ,.~*t. Parametric JIV3C@2@ G% be used Go estimate various

types Of investment c08te, includfag ma@F&sE@?ii$jf~ Cooling, and quality
control. Depending on the avaiiehi.li~y~“”~~~ i~ has appliceeion to estimating

rHW material, purchased part. % and PureW@e~ %@menc GQS~@ aS well. Parametri-
cally, for investment costs , materiak we Wed%ead eosee can often be aa8umed to
have some proportional relationship co G%G dirae~ Lsbra? required for a specific
task. Consequently, the total caac of pnc.dwccitm can “be correlated to the aum of
direct labor costs required to suppor~ .@.paock?!c%icm@3?gC@l. While the degree of
correlation is unique to and will vary !iLGheach.Ca$ka Eiiia fundamental relation-
ship sometimes makes possible the eReima&ion 0S iavea3tim@lEcosts by CERS. (In
October 1980, a report entitled, ‘%)vezlkeeil(70s.%“@idWt&e4 in the U.S. Defense
Industrial Base” (AD A091963) was cemple$@ m~er an Of Eice of Naval Research
contract. Since the purpose of ~hie pE@eGC vtaa to establiah analytical benchmarks
and techniques for Navy acquisition mamagetw, it Enwee as one of the data
sources which are available for we by aGq&@&m ot%icea or their analysts in
conducting parametric calculation of itiveatmant cost,) Depending upon the
industry, direct labor can be caiculaced as e.icher a function of the product’s
weight or volume, the density of @eeE&@e Qtxnponentia,or the amount of machining
required. (The direct labor cost *L’ ~%~~.ary eq@Muenk is usually based upon

●
product weight. ) Refinement of this e%~enti!ary Qos@tI& &echnique addreasea euch
factors as the production quantitiy~,p@@ta@Qg @@ke&f.a, production schedule,
and electronic complexity. Although raw industrial organizations have developed
CERS applicable to a specific corporate err+ir?o~ent, they are frequently
proprietary in nature.

..
5.7.2.3 0.5Scoat. The estimation af op:@teK&ng, ko@stios, and other support
conts with parametric relatiottehips ie @ @&EtAGu3arly difficult task. Parametric
O&S coating can be a viable technique I$ufimg tie Ia&er sEages of the full scale
development phase when the contrae~or M&I-b&en. able W collect preliminary data
relevant to component failure rates~ zepaiz .X@t.atend other logi6tice related
parametera for engineering models OK eat%y op~%$anal ?noc!ela. However, when an
acquisition is in its earlier phases, pe:camo~ri.cc.x!cingog O&S in difficult at
beat. Parametric relationships for O&S tihich correlate a the type of generic
design parameters employed during eh.eeerLy engi.neet?i?g.md design phases are
essentially nonexistent. Compounding tlviaproblem ia Hhe lack of an effective
data collection proceae for accumulating end sggzeg%ti.ng the historical 06S costs
of major weap,on syateme. Elaborate be-quee exiac fQr collecting data on much
sublevel items as part demand rates, amimtwmnce .wl%ma, and other logi.etics
factors, but these discrete meChQdt! iwpport sp~~fic ko@.atic management functions
which do not provide an interactive “i3@abmse $?0%deriving CERa. However, the
availability of Visibility and ManageniA@ tlflOpemacing and Support Cost (VAMDSC)
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0 data has begun to alleviate this problem. The Naval Air Logistics Center

(NALC-04B3) and SEA 01732V for the Naval Sea Systems Couunand (NAVSEA) are respon-
sive to VA140SC related matters. I

I 5.7.3 Engineering estimate. In contrast to the analogy and parametric
techniques which estimate acquisition costs in a “top down”, holistic manner,
engineering estimates are “bottom up” estimates which synthesize the detailed
costs associated with each part of the acquisition. It is the most detailed
way of estimating costs. Material, labor, direct, and overhead costs, as well
as profit, are treated as individual cost elements affecting the acquisition

coat. Estimates for these coat elements are generally derived from historical
data bases which can also be used to definitive the interrelationships of LCC
elements inherent in an acquisition effort. Data requirements differ from either

the analogy or parametric estimating techniques in that detailed estimates are
normally derived for specific types of labor and material. In this case,
the design details and tbe expected value of material and labor are used to
estimate costs. Since the total production quantity is known, or can be esti-
mated, the resulting cost estimates tend to be more detailed than those from
either analogy or the parametric estimating methods. The primary advantage

engineering estimating has over other methods discussed is that it makes the cost
of particular details visible. The technique can thus be applied independently
to “ario”s part~, component.q, subsystems or phases of the acquisition effort.

Estimates derived in this manner are ❑ ore conducive to sensitivity analysis. The
incorporation of expert opinion at the coat element level makes the estimate of
RhD and investment coste easier but introduces subjectivity. A major encumbrance

:0

to the use of the engineering technique ie that the requirements for detailed
information can make it a more costly and time consuming process than either
analogy or parametric costing. Also, it has for ❑any purposes been found to be

less accurate than eetimates made statistically. The whole often turns out to be
less than the sum of the parts; engineering estimaten tend to be optimistic,
assuming away the setbacks that are normally encountered during an acquisition.
Although it has equal applicability to all phases of the life cycle, the potential
of this technique for developing budget quality estimates ❑ake it a particularly
valuable tool for estimating costs after the demonstration S validation phase. A
brief discussion regarding the use of engineering estimates for computing the
relevant coets for each life cycle phase follows:

5.7.3.1 R6D coat. , RhD costs are composed of non-recurring costs to design and
develop and recurring costs to produce teat hardware. Whenever it is feasible to
clearly describe the development tasks which will be assigned an organization,
engineering estimates derived by these organizational entities can be a method
for estimating RhD costs. These estimates should be derived from an initial
tasking which delineates such things as performance specifications, data require-
ments, teat criteria, training (required to support prototype development,
operations, and eupport), and a preliminary work schedule. The sum of the task
oriented estimates prepared by each organization represents the total estimated
RhD COBt,

5.7.3.2 Investment coat. Ae with R&D cost, the itemized estimates of task
oriented costs are summed and represent the total estimate of investment costs.
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Estimates are usually based upon cosc data derived from previous efforts which
are adopted for application co Ckie.QBSIRRC Beak, Aktic.ugh in principle this is
quite similar to the analogy e@eiai&ag &@?niqTIa for investment cost, this

n ‘thOd is much more detailed. For ett.@@~ Gke dfree~ labor hours applica-
t ? to certs;- -qsembly and testing @p13@r@s eagkbe calculated on the basis of
t!kestandard , estimated to per’i?mim@i@s;&mTQ&~!ionE!, realizat ion rates, and
learning curves. Quality assur@e@ hQ@@ eeribe ekihimaced aa a percentage of the
direct fabrication hours. Other g~,~ OE d$yee~ $a?m an also be estimated
such as engineering support and t33s;@tlgsPimh”@@Qkt Qverhead costs, which can
comprise a significant portion o~ * t?bal cd~ .ei&icnate,can be estimated
separately, based in part on bia~p~~ p@@?~x!iL&MIQ~.@d forecasted workload. In
addition, miscellaneous costs (which ~r+e”~~~i~y” e~nsiclered recurring in nature
and include overt ime, general etida&i~@MCiv.S eomtl, and profit) should be
included. While the EUUIof cotuporie,rwAnd a!IxkedttLcosts, direct labor coat8,

other direct labor costs, overhead COSCB, and QC*-W ~Lscellaneoue recurring coata
represent, as accurately as possible$ the ee4ima&i,d recurring investment costs,
the total investment coat shoukl a3..&aiacia’de”t@@s6eaing estimates of major
nonrecurring costs such as initiel &XIini?ig)a~aip~~nce and field qualification
testing, first destination trmw~ot%acion, and k~tid facilitization.

5.7.3.3 o&s cost. O&S coat escimaci~ Eeqwifies an understanding of the various
methods of employment, maintenance, &ridlogi6Eica. !lhedetermination of o&s co~t~
i8 an iterative process which ehould be baseclupon an operation plan (delineating
operation, integration, operaizional environ!nen~, i%accecomposition, deployment
schedule, use, and personnel Xequirwiwtm). Wring che concept exploration and
demons tration & validation phmes, c@y a pretimk.ery ILSP is nmnal lY prepared.

During these phases engineering e@c$@@le#llM%ve ~~l?cleor no relevance. Although
the actual design, fabrication, and,eesking @a?Iw&rdware begins to occur during
the latter atagea of the demoiwcraC&ijrw& vts?l~dtl%~cnlphaee, it is not until the
full scale development phase that the ,.wx3peb~ “~~ ??ock can be definitized co
the extent that engineering estimating beMmeti“.5pt%@c&icalcost estimating
technique. Therefore, the “ae of &+s en,@ne~n,g, ~@2rnaeing ahould occur in the

full scale development and produccio~ & deplaymen~ phases.

5.7.4 projection of acCuaLs. Near ~.e end ag ehe RED phase of the life cycle,
the characteristics of the pEodu@ @ its .2@er&Cing scenario become known
in detail. By this time the ikaigm &$@ stilid,%l?~edae developmental and production
prototypes and, possibly, pibC ~EQ&w@,’brI modF4~s. The best source of informa-
tion for many cost elements bea6ete5.I@i# ‘~QcaI@ Lk!@i (i.e. the description of
current product characteristics). FOZ example, re~itibi~ity and ❑aintainability
performance bas b-en indicated by te$c and eva%tmeim; weights and costs of
replaceable items are reasonably well “lmown; tiai~rig requirements are firmed-up;
and skill levels, maintenance r-qu~retiefit2S$sn$lmerikour rate6 are well defined.
Some elements of production COSC may be regixr~etip$+i$ical Ly via CCDRS. Using

CCDR data adjusted to constant de.%%akeapro~.eck,%onsc&n be made via learning
curve techniques to make estimates of Che prodn.a~iom cost. Many procurements
have the requirement co submi~ CCEWe (~ee MD 3kwcm&5m 7000.11). The analyst
should use actuals as they become av~eble~, “beeawae they are often the most
credible source of information.

5.7.5 Sunrnar~. E.ichof . se t ,lm&ekaa i~a oc?nadvantages and disadvan-
tage. Analogy is useful when few similam systems or equipment are available for
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comparison. Parametric can be the most accurate prior to actuals but requiree a
proper data base and careful application. Engineering estimates provide useful
detail but do not usually account for engineering changes and redesign where
analogy and parametric estimatea normally do. Projection of actuale provides the
moat confidence, but this information is not available until the latter phases of
the acquisition. As has been described above, the selection of a cost estimating
technique depends upon many factors. The most critical of these factora ia
the level of detailed data which is available at the time an estimate is prepared.

As indicated, the amount and quality of detailed information about an acquisition
effort increases as the undertaking progresses through the life cycle. As
more information becomes available, the use of more detailed estimating technique
becomes more practical. For example, at milestone I a statistical CER may be the
beet method to use. However, at milestone II better information allows some
coBt elemente to be developed by engineering analysis. Generally, by the produc-
tion review, design eenaitive parameters should be developed by en~ineering
analysis to address the issues normally raised at this review. Finally, as
information on actuals becomes available, analytical projection techniques may be
employed at detailed levels of the cost element structure. Since estimation
by analogy or the use of parametric is normally less costly than the more
detailed engineering estimation technique, it is important for the acquisition
office to decide whether the more detailed estimate is worth tbe higher cost.
The intended use of the estimate should be the primary decision variable in this
regard. However, the acquisition office should recognize that more detailed
estimating techniques do not necessarily provide more accurate estimates. The
accuracy and scope of the information upon which estimates are based have a more
profound effect on the accuracy of an eetimate than does tbe technique. In
concluding this topic, it is necessary to recognize that no LCC estimate is
based entirely upon one estimating technique. Practically speaking, cost esti-
mates are a combination of the techniques discussed above.

5.8 Treatment of uncertainty. Any description of future events or circumstances
is speculative and inherently uncertain; but to perform a LCC analysis, the
product under investigation should have an adequate description of such aspects

. . ..

~
as design, manufacture, testing, training, dellvery, deployment, Operation, and
support. These descriptions are made through the complementary steps of formulat-
ing assumptions and performing uncertainty analysis. Both of these actione are
important to the integrity of the LCC analysis. Thoee aspects of the acquisi-
tion which have the greatest effect on cost (major cost drivers) or on the
ranking of alternatives should receive the most analytical attention in term of
the adequacy of the assumptions and the thoroughness of the uncertainty analyeia.
Refer to DoD Instruction 7041.3, AD 728hBl, and AD AOB5854 for more information
on the treatment of uncertainty.

5.8.1 Assumptions. me assumptions used either explicitly or implicitly to
obtain cost estimates have a significant effect on the LCC estimate. Explicit
and valid asaumptiona are critical to the usefulness and acceptance of an
analysis. Therefore, assumptions should be critically examined at the beginning
and reviewed throughout the course of the analysis for consistency, acceptability,
and applicability. Justification and documentation are a neceaaary part of
making assumptions explicit (see paragraph 5.10.5).
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5 .8.2 Uncertainty amalysis.
and there are as many sources

‘ClvWeeEe as many waya t9 crest coat uncertainty,
of t!na~~atiy. ~ flkze ate tiethods for estimating

costs. Uncertainty analysis is ,Wpea$.aliy $riJyk- V%tli respect to large ●
acquisition cost elements such as:un$,kfidkIQ”aoII ettts~}and to important O&S

cost contributors such as personmel m~ .“~~w .n~hk~~ce. In the very early
stages of product development (wherew~lti&f@ $s gweeteef?t)it should at least
be possible to bound a most likely e@.E%ma&%R&@ & “lvigban.3low variant. 2’he
high and low estimatee should pre#etT@@ 132@@2Z a@r&&% CQ8C experience with
other systems or equipment or be based!cm”’~~ aut%gme of cercein events or policy
decisions rather than being arbicmry. peniewcage adjustments to the orginal
estimate. As the effort proceerlef@@lkee,,@.~ ?@ aer+wisitiionphases, more
thorough uncertainty analysis slvauld‘be@~@@. “DErir?ripcionof uncertainty as

a probability distribution (of@I @uh2w&T.~ m~ved) $.@a widely and effec-
tively used practice. IncerpreCatio& of tke CQSG &ac&mates is facilitated by a
narrative explanation of faccore ,conc@xr&i.ttgEa ‘f&suncertainty. When there is
a direct relationship between a cost elemeaC and a .ptwckct parameter which itself
is uncercain, examination of the cost com$equen@s o~ various plausible values of

the parameter (i.e. sensitivity ana@is) cam be quitie useful. In summary, a LCC
analysis ia simply incomplete if no a%Een&ion is paid co uncertainty analysis.
Numerical descriptions of uncercaincy sfloe,lkinoc be txeaced as precise mathenrati-
cal measurements.

5.9 Data availability. Data is wewaliy aaarce and iimornplete during the early
stages of development. Here the tlnaiy~ttSIICMAIrely on expert opinion and
investigations of similar eyscems ar e~~praencr AS Citedesign maturea, the
quality and extent of information im.pfowxa. “Eti@ne.d.ng estimates may become
practical and actual values should bea CO meplaee t?acimates. Given sufficient
resources the analyst should be able ‘koobwiin s.rm’ebleL(7Cdata in any phase of
the product’ e life cycle.

5.9.1 Concept exploration phase de@. Ea’tly an the cmpisition detailed infor-
mation on system or equipment ChaSO@M~s,iCics and COSM is “ot available.
However, information may be developed mom previous actd$.ee,associated documents,
and investigations of similar systems or eqoi.pmenc (ace exanrpLein paragraph
5.10.1). Some of these sources are:

a.
b.

:.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

logistics coat data guides (e.g. AllAQ84170)

cost and planning manuaks {e.g. MIA @rculaz 600-60-1)
Navy Fleet MaincenanGe fivg!porcCJgg%Oe zepoxts
Aviat ion Supply (kf!&i@@:@onme’r@31 %?ep.akrconcract data
Ships Parts Control CertgesdtT&a
Naval Air Rework Fseili2y rqrwir Ana replacement coat file
VAMOSC data (see paragE.@ 5.7.2,3)
Navy training plans
billet cost ruodel~ (13PIL%Y3)
LCC factors and da~a (OP I12G)
logistics data (e.g. AIR-4il!)

Advance planning information and Qenario deca b usually available from
these documents even early in che R&D @Ise:
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1. equipment planning document for manpower,
personnel, and training

m. decision coordinating paper (DCP)
n. justification for major system new starts (J14SNS)
0. integrated program summary

P. acquisition strategy

q. - (see DoD Instruction 7000.3)

5.9.2 Hardware data. During the product ion & hardware stage (from demonstration
& validation or full scale development through deployment) the contractor develops
product performance data in a WBS format (see MIL-STD-881). This information
would include indentured item costs and logistic information which should be
documented in the logistic auuvort analvsis record (LSAR) DerfO~ed in accordance.

LCC related data may be found in the following sources:with MIL-sTD-1388. -

a.
b.
c,
d.
e.
f.

R.
h.
i.

j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
0.

P.

LORA (in accordance with MIL-STD-1390)
ILSP
reliability test
maintainability test
LSAR (in accordance with MIL-sTD-1388)
CPR (see DoD II_iBtrUCtiOn 7000. 10)
CCDR
validation test
development teat and evaluation
operational test and evaluation
certification for service use
production acceptance teat and evaluation
bid sheets
overhead and labor rate projections (Bureau of Labor Statistics)
contract price data
source selection reviews

5.10 Analysis procedures. Figure 5 shows the typical actions taken in performing
an LCC analysis. Although presented as a serial process, these actions in

practice overlap and interrelate. These are general procedures for performing a

baseline LCC analysis. Special cases, such as collecting and estimating coete
for an analogoua product or performing tradeoff studies, may omit some of the
steps illustrated. LCC planning, as discussed in paragraph 5.2.1, will determine

the basic framework of the LCC effort, including the major alternatives to
coneider and the amount of resources available to perform the work. The analyst’s
first step is to use the LCC planning information to produce a net of objectives
by considering such factors as the number of alternatives to be addressed, data
inadequacies, schedule and manpower limitations, degree of accuracy required,
degree of documentation and justification required, and the unknowns involved in
bow to model some aspects of the problem. To efficiently and effectively state
LCC objectives, tbe analyst depends on experience gained through conducting
similar investigations as well as knowledge of the military environment and
operational procedures.

5.10.1 Definition and execution. The analyst should select an approach appropri-
ate to the the LCC objectives. The analyst should consider the intended uae of
the results and to what degree they require treatment of uncertainty. The given
assumptions should be made explicit and evaluated for their criticality, for
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their effect on the uncertainty of the results, and to ensure consistency with
other assumptions to be made by the analyst. Major asaumptiona usually concern
the length of the usage period, the quantity and timing of systems or ●quipment
deployed, the operational concept, and the support concept. For equi~ent these
aaaumptions are usually predetermined by system level planning. The selection of
cost elements is discussed in paragraph 5.4. Tabl- I lists some of the techniques
available to th analyst as aids in treating the data collected and in estimating
coats. The level of effort, the available analytical resources, and the impor-
tance of the analysis determine the extent of usage of these analysis techniques.

.-

TABLE 1. Associated analysis techniques and aids.

life cycle coat-benefit analyaia regreaaion analysia
cost estimating relationship decision-risk analyaia
cost estimating sensitivity analyaia
modeling statistical inference
operation research Monte Carlo method
parametric coet analysis Delphi technique
discount ing logistic support analysia
present value analysia level of repair analysis
engineering coat estimating critical path method

Data collection ia an imDortant Dart of the urocedure and is ~enerallv the most
time c0n8uming.

.
A simplified example of data collection follows:

Example:
avionics
which is

Step 1.

LCC data is required for an O&S cost profile of an operational
equipment, the AN/ASIJ-84 Tacan set for the A-6 weapon system,
similar to a new equipment design, the AN/ARN-( ).

Refer to the NAVAIR 01-85AD8 Work Unit Code Manual and find the
unique code for the AN/ARN-84 which is “713CO”.

Step 2. Refer to the Navy Maintenance Support Office aviation reports.
Under the code “713CO” the analyst Will find:

equipment unit cost
repair/diecard procedure
total flight hours
total maintenance actions
organizational level repair actiona
mean flight hours before failure
unscheduled maintenance manhours
manhours per maintenance action

Step 3. Collect an adequate sample of VAMOSC data for the subject equipment
on the A-6 weapon system. The following information can be obtained for

the ANJARN-84:
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organizational Level labor rate
intermediate level labor ua&e
total cost of maincenamse for fi~ereporting period
organizational level Ee@r oQRC
intermediate level rep.mr @3s~
depot level maincewanee repair COEC
material coat
mean flight hours bei%a k%ikf~e
manhours per mainCene R.2eaGCi’Oti
depot labor rate.
Naval Air Rework FaciL~cy

commercial repair c08C

Step 4. Refer to the Aircraft Program Data Fike. This source provides the
initial year of deployment, the @kal ?umiber of A-6 aircraft deployed per
year, and the number of land ba$ed and sea baeed squadrons.

step 5. Refer to the Navy Training Plan covering the AN/ARN-84 for the
number and skill levels of che op.acaeors and nia%ntenance personnel.

Step 6. Refer to the AN/ARN-84 IJ,SP. ‘I!hiegivee information on:

and eize

maintenance plan
level of rep.sir.
equipment shipping weight
areas of deployment
inventory control point
equipment configuration
logistic support manager
procedures for crdnsporacion to otidEtom repair points
available documentation
name and location OE mmw&mmerg
software, eparee, and q,uancieiee
consumable required

The amount of data collected above serves as an illustra~ion of the extent and
depth of LCC information currently availab%e co the analyst.

5.10.2 Evaluation. The purpose of tihigpa.rcof &he analysis is to ensure that
there is sufficient basis for jud@ng tie.xeli.alht~fcyQf the LCC analysis results.
At this point the cost elemenca and fi~r COrI&&!S$@Jentparameters can be seen in
the context of the total LCC, and che .%Efieccof individual uncertainties on the
total LCC can be addressed. Senaitivicjr awalyeis ig a useful technique in
separating those uncertainties associated with m@joz co@C drivers from the
uncertain ies which have little ei?feceon iiheE.es.ulEe,~i,.e. where reasonable
variations would not change the ranking of ak:ternq:~iv.m. Having thus identified
the areas of concern, the analyse should apply tuicer@iinty analysis techniques to
the necessary depth (see paragraph 5.8.2). Among. likeanalytical toole available
to the analyst, the most frequently Wed are “a forEiOzit’, contingency, statisti-
cal uncertainty, and decieion-tieit .ma$yaiti. Tkt@~tion to the uncertainties
associated with design requirements and cc.etest?ime’tiiigmethods, the analyst
should not omit conaidecaciona OE unoerceincy <n such azeas as production rates,
deployment schedules, operating raEesr support concepte, and political and
economic factors which may affect Ghe aequisi~ion. ●
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5.10.3 Results. The results of a LCC analysis are unique to the specific
situation or question which the analysis was meant to address. Therefore,
care should be taken not to use these numbers out of context. The analytical
results (which are normally numeric cost values in tabular form) should be viewed
as information for the managerial decision process, not as an end in theumelvee.
Whether the results are used for futher studies (such as cost-effectiveness
analysis) or for management decisions (such as selecting a source for procure-
ment) , the contextual sensitivity of the numbers should be recognized. Since LCC
analyaee can become complex in term of the detail in the coat element structure
and in the size of the data base, there can be many ways to classify the results.
This handbook gives examples of some of tbe many ways results can be displayed.
In addition to the previous examples (shown in figures 2, 3, and 4), the following
examples (see figures 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10) illustrate the variety of LCC output
reportg which can be useful to the LCC ❑anagement effort in classifying and
tracking important aspecta of the acquisition. LCC results should be tailored
for the end-user, i.e. they should be summarized or expanded depending on who is
viewing them and for what purpose. Format and documentation of the results are
parts of the analysis which are discussed in the following two paragraphs.

5.10.4 F~rm~t. Requirements for LCC analysis are numerous and depend on the
characteristics of a particular acquisition (see paragraph 4.3). Some of the
more important ones arise in connection with acquisition review boarda, LRGa,
SAILS, ASUS , and budget backup data. Some (like cAIG) have formal specifications,
others may have informal ones. Some require time-phaaed coat, some require cost
by appropriation, some require prior year (sunk) cost, some require total LCC
and others only partial. Therefore, it ia not practical to recommend one standard
format to meet all requirements. Normally, format and documentation requirements
are given in the instructions (e.g. DOD Instruction 5000.2) establishing the
program reviews. The analyst should use the resourcee and guidance of the

appropriate office of the cognizant Syntema Command in answering que~cions of
format and documentation.

I

5.10.5 Documentation. Properly documented LCC est imatee can be understood,
verified, and independent ly reproduced. At various stages in the acquisition
proceae, certain coat elements are more important than others. They should
be given special attention in regard to documentation. It is particularly impOr-
tant that the source of each estimate be reported. Nhen estimating is done by
newly-developed statistical (parametric) equations, the underlying data base
should be documented, variables carefully defined, statistical measures reported,
and other analytical procedures discussed. If statistical equations were taken
from the cost analysis literature, the eources should be cited. When the estimate
is done by analogy, percentages, or cost factors, the underlying rationale should
be explained. Other estimation approaches should be documented at an equivalent
level of thoroughness. Figure 11 is a simplified example of analysis documentation,
For more information on format and documentation refer to DoD Directive 5000.4
and DoD Instruct ion 5000.2.

5.11 Analy6ia review. Section 4 of thiB handbook discusses LCC from the Doint of
view of the acquisition manager, emphasizing how
management techniques (in the context of benefit

tradeoff studies and LCC’
and effectiveness considerations)
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FIGURE 6. Sample LCG matltlffemerit WKIiog report
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● FIGURE 7. Sample LCC management summary report
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FIGURE 9. Sample LCC management report for

tracking reeponaibility In detail
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● FIGURE 11. Example of analysis documentation
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can be a powerful tool in controlling and possibly reducing the total cost of a
product . Bection 5 addresses the implementation of LCC from the point of view of ●
the LCC analyst, providing basic guidarr$eOQ some of the procedures and techni-
ques which are important to underQtandin& the fundmnent?ilg of LCC analysis as
conducted within the acquisition nian~gem- oi%ioe. A third point of view ia
that of the reviewer, i.e. the LGG atbdyw~ whose Evnekiion as an outsider is to
check for ob iect ivity and valid’iCy iii* ac@&i.Bi#2n%! LCC process. A brief

discussion o; some ok the umre c&m3a &t@ t%d p&t?tiJM which can cause diffi-
culties for the reviewer would help che ~~ wrmslya~ avoid such situations and
improve the integrity of the analyc$mi~ f?ddt. Areas where problems could arise
are:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

R.

h.

i.

j.

k.

Validity of the acquisition office~s wiaumtptione and eoundness of their
cost element structure. %ntkma%ioti ganemmed within an acquisition
office might be biased to pre,een~ a more :Eavozable picture of the
acquisition. It is sometimt?ac%h%kdt fim the analyst to get unbiased
information from the contractor or tror ‘he analyst’s own acquisition
office.

Commonality and peculiarity cm?~id~rwti wieh respect to learning curve
assumptions, i.e. how the subject prod is similar to and different
from ~nalogOus systems or equirmen~.

Contractor accounting pmceduree and de .nitions of recurring and non-
recurring cost might vary to mask ihweBo?ent coats.

Evaluation and applicability of coat overruns on similar acquisitions
should be considered.

Instability of joint service acqui.sieions should be recognized, i.e. if
one participant cancels or changes quanci.ciee, the unit cost of the
product changes.

(luantity and schedule changes might happen ‘- the analyst should address
these uncertainties.

Acquisition office’s use
funding, and engineering
hidden or explicit.

Need to make simplifying

.

05 rAQaagem@iitreserve, advance procurement
change oriier$ to budgat for uncertainty may be

aasurnpeionsbecemse
straints on the LCC effQrt.

Lack of uniformity in cat.egor$.zing“her>
costs. Definitions might be !&d .$xi&
office’s advantage. The aita%yt?tShoulo take
support cost is properly included.

of time or resource cOn-

rocurement support
.c.v to the acquisition

care that procurement

When development and production precede concurrently, risk and
uncertainty increase.

OSD inflation rates might “have an uneeatiacic effect on the LCC estimate.
If then-year (inflated) dolla~s ate &Squ&Eed, the analyst should address ●

!~rJ
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1.

m.

n.

o.

P.

q.

r.

lYOJ

the realism of the mandated inflation rates and consider applying
sensitivity analyaia.

Inappropriate cost element structure, i.e. sometimes key parts are left
out or, conversly, too much detail is included.

Inadequate description of the life cycle, especially of the latter
phases,

Inappropriate use of relative and absolute coating approached. Relative
costs are appropriate for comparisons but not for budget or projection
usage.

Use of obsolete data in high technology areas, e.g. digital products

and software.

Too much emphasis on coat vice other resource demands, e.g. focusing on
❑anpower cost when the real problem is exceeding the supply of certain
skill levels.

Inadequate attention to those aapects of a problem which are control-
lable, e.g. comparing alternative logistic support options when, for
some reason other than coet, a logistic support senario has already been
dictated.

Lack of conformity in LCC ❑ethodologies among different contractors
and vendors participating in the same acquisition.

5.12 summary. This handbook assumes some prior knowledge and understanding of
the many disciplines associated with the acquisition, operation, and support of
eystems and equipment, e.g. acquisition management, logistic oupport, procurement,
budgeting, economic analysis, and computer programming. Since LCC is a broad
subject, a successful management effort would make the fullest use of outside
resources to augment in-house capability. Information available to the acquisi-
tion manager and the LCC analyst includes material such as manuals, guides,
handbooks, and computer models (e.g. LCC-1 , LCC-2, LCC-3, DCA Circular 600-60-1,
DoD 41 OO.33H, NAVmAT P5242, NAVmAT P9494, AD 728481, AD 901477L, and AD A115622).
The manager and the analyst can profit from the experience of other acquisitions
by adapting their models, techniques, lessons learned, and data collecting
methods to fit the present situation. Case studies are available which describe
the implementation of LCC in acquisition management (e.g. AD A114767 “Report on
the Navy Life Cycle Cost Model for the SEA NYMPH Project” which describes the
design, development, and application of the NAVMAT LCC methodology to a large
military electronic equipment acquisition). There are also dedicated cost
analysts and estimating ataffs in NAVMAT, NAVAIR, NAVELEX, and NAVSEA which can
provide professional assistance on LCC matters. Coat terminology, cost analysis,
coat estimating methods, relevant and defensible cost data sources, and computer
models can be a problem separately and together, and they constitute a dynamic,
changing environment which requires knowledgeable and experienced cost analysts to
assist the acquisition manager. The manager should know these staffs are avail-

able and should develop a sense of when to call on their assistance. Finally, it
should be stressed that there are important points which need fuller development
and more detailed study before the analyst has sufficient knowledge to conduct a
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thorough LCC investigation. Among tlieeeare: “application of learning curves;
treatment of disposal cost and Ealvag,eValue; uneqtral lives and residual value;
sunk cost and imputed value; audit atL4.cQnGrol procedures for LCC estimating;
conduct and management of LCC tradeci$%%; und:errc.iniIingand use of reliability ●
and maintainability information; in’i%k~ciotland che effect of expanded and com-
pressed schedules;

“~
support and tea~ ~“’”““pmefi&6Qn’~”~]~cations;risk and uncer-

tainty analysis and models; legal :i$!!p‘aa~iothl.tif“cost and safety tr.sdeoffs; and
discounting. Reference to advanced. &&?s&Jent 6E LOG !8 recommended. Several
excellent textbooks on LCC are @.r@&,&ih$ec~u,@41Ky gM well .qBdetailed Ruidance
prepared by the other services (these. are.ii .@it$&~oi Co the documents lis~ed in
eection 2). Short training courseg “iii JXC &ce co@&ihly and widely offered by

local universities, continuing eduw@on pEQ&&r& .p.+~ate induetry, and variOus
government organizations. With fotmai training so readily available those
interested in life cycle coating are eiicour’.sge(ito G&e advantage of it.

I

I

Cu8todian:
Navy - AS

I
Review activities
Navy - AS, OS, SH, EC, 5A, YD

“ ..

.$ Preparing activity
Navy - AS

(Project MISC-NOOB) ●

I
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